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WHAT IS EXPONENT IT? 

The purpose of Exponent II is to provide a forum for Mormon women to share their life 

experiences in an atmosphere of trust and acceptance. This exchange allows us to better 

understand each other and shape the direction of our lives. Our common bond is our 

connection to The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints and our commitment to 

women. We publish this paper as a living history in celebration of the strength and diversity 

of women. 
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They EU ue BY KATE KELLY 
the Same Time 

By Caitlin Connolly It took me thirty-two years to get to this point because it felt like it was 

Salt Lake City, Utah easier to feign ignorance and stay in the garden. The lone and dreary world 

of the fight for female ordination was daunting. 

BR | ESTHOGU Reading this book has solidified something I have hesitated to allow myself 

to fully accept and act on before: the Church possesses a collection of 

incomplete tools that can help us to come closer to our Heavenly Parents 

and our divine potential, but it is not possible for the Church to offer us 

everything we seek. 
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CORRECTION: In the article “Being Grateful for Gods Hand in a World I Understand Through Science” 
from the Winter 2014 issue, the ward where the talk was delivered was incorrectly identified. The correct 
ward was the Berkeley Ist Ward of the Oakland California Stake. We apologize to the author for the error. 
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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR 

“Priesthood isn't my issue.” This statement, or a version of it, has frequently appeared in my personal correspondence and on social 

media networks in the last year. In the wake of Ordain Women’s success at making the topic of women’s priesthood ordination more 

prevalent in Mormon discourse, I have seen many feminists and non-feminists alike recoil at having to face an issue that many of 

us have “put on a shelf.” 

While a few thinkers have been raising the question of women’s ordination within Mormonism for decades, for many of us this 

issue has been quietly sitting in a dark corner of our spiritual pantries. For some, it is a question that can only be successfully 

addressed after other cultural and institutional barriers are overcome. For others who believe that current Church practices reflect 

men and women’s divinely ordained roles, both now and in the eternities, even asking the question might seem futile if not 

outrightly hostile. Writing this on the eve of our press date, and within hours of learning that a leader of Ordain Women, Kate 

Kelly, has been summoned to a Church court on the grounds of apostasy, we are reminded of another reason this subject has been 

difficult to confront: in a religion which inextricably links priesthood with the simple fact of being a worthy male aged twelve or 

older, what options are available to those who may develop a testimony that women should be able to exercise priesthood power 

and preside as equals with men in Church ecclesiastical structures? As members of such a hierarchical institution, what is the use 

of personal revelation that does not align with the status quo but may anticipate the Restoration’s unfolding? 

In the following pages we glimpse some of the personal experiences and intellectual work that are shaping individual testimonies 

and the conversation about women’s relationship to the priesthood as a whole. From women who support an all-male priesthood, 

we hear moving personal experiences which illustrate how complementary roles for women and men can serve to strengthen 

relationships with our husbands and foster unique relationships with our brethren in the gospel. From those supporting women’s 

ordination, we find hope that the presence of women in the Church’s governing bodies could enable us to understand that our 

agency is not eternally mediated by men and maleness. With those who express uncertainty about women’s relationship to the 

priesthood, we can empathize as they consider the myriad of voices that echo in their ambivalence. 

As the editor of Exponent II, my greatest hope is that the diversity of experiences and viewpoints expressed in this issue can 

exemplify some of the respectful, thoughtful, and sincere ways women are laying claim to their unique perspectives without 

employing divisive rhetoric. Ours is a faith that teaches that women and men “share” the priesthood; that reveres a divine Mother; 

that once set women apart to heal by the laying on of hands, and continues to engage women in acts of pastoral caretaking through 

Church auxiliary programs. It seems only natural that such history and doctrinal teachings would cause many of us to ponder the 

exclusivity of our male ecclesiastical structure, even if some of us ultimately choose to uphold it. 

How the Church and individual members choose to respond to what happens in the coming weeks will impact another generation's 

thinking on this subject. The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints teaches—indeed, depends upon—continuous divine 

revelation that flows from the heavens to God’s children. How we understand our role in unveiling personal and institutional 

revelation is a question we are spiritually obligated to address as Mormons, and the stakes in that discussion are as high as ever. 

With women’s relationship to the priesthood currently positioned at the center of much Mormon discourse, the time has come to 

examine what we've been storing on our spiritual shelves and acknowledge that this issue belongs to all of us. 

Cimee Evans Hickman 

Baltimore, Maryland 
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Words, words, words. So many, many words—laboring 

together for certitude and conviction. 

Bruising as they bang together. 

By Diane Pritchett e Cambridge, Massachusetts 

“She Gives Gifts” by Bethany Smith Harper, Gilbert, AZ 



Equality, Inequity, Superiority, Authority 

Preside, Ordain, Manage, Administer 

Offices, Appendages, Ordinances, Keys 

Exclude, Include 

Definitude, Disquietude 

God wants us fo all equally share the burdens and blessings 

of the priesthood.’ 

We can have equality while having different roles.’ 

This is not the first time these words have roiled my 

religious life. When I was a Mia Maid, my Young Women’s 

teacher told us our role as women was to get up early on 

Sunday to iron our brothers’ shirts as a way of sustaining 

the priesthood. I found a way to stay. 

I was in college when Sonia Johnson and the ERA came 

along. A stake president dedicated an entire talk at 

stake conference to the evils of feminism. The feminism 

class and the Women’s Studies department at BYU were 

abolished. I found a way to stay. 

Around the time the September Six were excommunicated, 

a bishop withheld my temple recommend when I gave 

him some of the writings of Maxine Hanks and the 

Exponent II women as part of a difficult discussion we 

were having about the early practice of women giving 

blessings of health. I found a way to stay. 

And now. Here is the younger generation bringing up the 

same words, the same arguments, the same responses. 

On all sides of the discussion, opinions are strong. Voices 

are certain. 

‘On all sides of the discussion, opinions 

are strong. Voices are certain. 

We thought that by staying, living our marriages 

differently, raising our sons and daughters thoughtfully, 

waiting hopefully and prayerfully, we could avoid these 

heavy words again. I am tired. I am confused. I am too 

middle-aged for certainty. Must we do this again? 

People we love leave because of these words. Their 

absence hurts. 

I turn to words that have comforted me in the past: 

The rights of the priesthood are inseparably connected 

with the powers of heaven....No power or influence can 

or ought to be maintained by virtue of the priesthood, 

only by persuasion, by long-suffering, by gentleness and 

meekness, and by love unfeigned. By kindness and pure 

knowledge which shall greatly enlarge the soul without 

hypocrisy and without guile.... Let thy bowels also be full 

of charity towards all men and to the household of faith 

... then shall thy confidence wax strong in the presence 

of God; and the doctrine of the priesthood shall distill 

upon thy souls as the dews from heaven.? 

My father was the bishop in our ward in Manila, 

Philippines. A baby with a critical illness had been born 

to a recently converted family. At the baby’s blessing, 

the mother asked if she could hold the baby during the 

blessing. My father, a life-time member of the Church 

who had always held positions of traditional authority 

and leadership, welcomed the mother in the blessing 

circle. The baby died the week after the blessing. Charity. 

When my mother had six children under the age of ten, 

she was assigned to visit teach Millie, a large amputee 

with equally large needs. She called her visiting teacher 

for every need, including, on one memorable occasion, 

Rice Krispies for her dog. My mother was so involved 

with her that when we were in the midst of moving away 

from the area, and my sister found my mother weeping as 

she packed, she asked, “Are you crying because you are 

going to miss Millie?” Love unfeigned. 

In church one Sunday a sister who was a recent convert 

from Catholicism, on stepping up to the stand to bear her 

testimony, knelt down to touch my father’s feet, much like 

one would a cardinal or pope. As we watched in awkward 

horror, wondering what would happen next, my father 

gently took her hand and walked her to the podium, 

where he stood quietly by her side while she spoke. 

Without guile. 

I was in a grocery store one day with my mother. Behind 

us in line was a young toddler who was screaming at the 

top of her lungs. The mother of the toddler was at her wit’s 

end. She began to yell horrible things to her baby. Just as 

she was about to strike the child, my mother gently, with 

great sympathy, put her arm around the angry mother 

and pointed out the sun that was in the toddler’s eyes. 

Together they calmed the crying toddler. Persuasion. 

My father gave all his children annual blessings before 

the start of school. The memory of his hands on my head 

still comforts me when I feel scared. Confidence wax 

strong. 
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My mother stayed awake an entire night on her knees 

praying for my sick baby because I was afraid if I left 

him he would die, but I desperately needed sleep. Even 

though she was on the other side of the country, I knew 

I could call her and that she would stay awake watching 

over him. She prayed. I slept. He lived. Presence of God. 

My mother-in-law went daily to a ward member’s house 

for several years at bedtime to help a sister put on 

pressure stockings for bedtime because the sister was 

unable to do it herself. Long-suffering. 

A bishop showed up at the hospital when my husband 

needed a blessing. No one called him. No one asked him 

to come. He just knew. Pure knowledge. 

A home teacher showed up with a chainsaw and several 

other members of the ward to remove a large tree that 

had fallen on our car after a storm. Kindness. 

A visiting teacher who had spent months helping me 

care for my sick baby gave him a blessing as she walked 

him around my living room helping him breathe. He 

had already received blessings by men, but she knew I 

needed him to have this female blessing. She didn’t ask. 

She just did it. Powers of Heaven. 

A bishop showed up early in the morning at the hospital 

the day our baby had his first heart surgery just to sit with 

us for a bit while we waited. Patience. 

Actions of love conveying the connection to heaven. 

Priesthood. 

It is easy to get lost in words like authority, ordinances, 

keys, offices, administration, and power. It is easy to forget 

that priesthood is ‘‘to wax strong in the presence of God.” 

When God is not present, there is no priesthood. The 

words alone mean nothing. God’s presence in the action 

means everything. God’s presence ordains the action. 

A woman in our ward was struggling with post-partum 

depression. The Relief Society had been arranging 

meals, caring for her children, and monitoring the 

family round the clock, but it became clear that we were 

working beyond our level of expertise. Hospitalization 

was essential. We knew that this was not news she would 

want to hear. Her husband, her visiting teachers, a 

member of the bishopric, and I gathered to discuss our 

options. As we prayed, it became clear to everyone in the 

room that before taking her to the hospital she needed a 

blessing and that this blessing must come from women. 
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This answer to our prayers distilled gently and clearly 

throughout the room. It was not a revolutionary or radical 

statement. We did not ask permission. We did not consult 

the handbook. Apart from deciding how we would 

proceed and that I would speak the words, we didn’t even 

discuss it much. We took action. We gathered in her living 

room. Her husband and the member of the bishopric sat 

quietly in the background while the women embraced 

her in a circle. 

I do not remember the words I said that day. They were 

not from me. 

'| do not have words tor why women 

Should or should not be ordained 

to the priesthood, or tor what God 

thinks about male and female roles. 

When | search for words, there is 

nothing but disquietude. 

I do not have words for why women should or should not 

be ordained to the priesthood, or for what God thinks 

about male and female roles. When I search for words, 

there is nothing but disquietude. And yet, again, I stay. 

Here, in this circle of my people—female and male— 

there are acts of kindness, charity and love unfeigned, 

infused with the power of heaven and the presence of 

God. Let others use words of power, authority, ordinances, 

offices, keys and rights. For me there is only the action of 

love. 

Priesthood is there when love is there. 

gentleness, meekness, love unfeigned 

kindness, pure knowledge, without hypocrisy, 

without guile 

inseparably connected to Heaven 

charity, virtue, presence of God distill upon my soul 

dew from Heaven 

NOTES: 
1 Kate Kelly, “LDS Church Responds to Priesthood Meeting Requests by 
Activists,” Deseret News, Sept 24, 2013, http://www.deseretnews.com/ar- 
ticle/865586996/LDS-Church-responds-to-priesthood-meeting-request-by- 
activists.html?pg=all. 

2 Linda K. Burton, “LDS Church Responds to Priesthood Meeting Requests 
by Activists,” Deseret News, Sept 24, 2013, http://www.deseretnews.com/ 

article/865586996/LDS-Church-responds-to-priesthood-meeting-request-by- 
activists.html?pg=all. 

3 D&C 121: 36-45. 
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Giving women the priesthood is a complicated issue for many of us. Some long for a day when our daughters will see 

themselves as full partners and leaders in the Church alongside men, hoping ordination will lead to shifts in theology 

and rhetoric that will recognize women as fully human. Others desire expanded opportunities for women, but fear 

losing women-centered spaces if women were ordained. Many of us simultaneously experience all these hopes and 

fears, along with many others. What are your thoughts on ordaining women? If women were to be ordained, what is 

the change you most look forward to and why? What is your greatest fear about ordaining women? 

JUDY CURTIS » PHOENIX, ARIZONA 

I think there could be a smooth transition to women being 

ordained if the Relief Society was returned to quorum 

status as it was when it was organized. Joseph Smith 

said, “The Society should move according to the ancient 

priesthood... . [I will] make of this society a kingdom 

of priests as in Enoch’s day—as in Paul’s day. ... [I am] 

glad to have the opportunity of organizing the women, as 

a part of the priesthood belongs to them.” 

Emma was “ordained” as president. Later leaders 

changed the terminology to “set apart.” And indeed, 

women were part of The Holy Order until Joseph’s death 

when Brigham Young disbanded the Relief Society for 

ten years and reorganized it without reference to quorum 

or priesthood. 

With the ReliefSociety as a quorum, the office of president 

would be equivalent to a bishop’s calling or stake 

president’s calling. Relief Society presidents already 

function as bishops. The actual day-to-day operations and 

interaction would not change that much. Women would 

be acting with authority and it would not upset those 

who couldn’t deal with a female bishop because there 

would still be the male bishop as well. Young Women and 

Primary callings would also be priesthood callings. The 

Young Women’s organization would have to be adapted 

so that, like the Young Men, they would be ordained to 

function in the priesthood from the age of twelve just as 

the Young Men are. 

Perhaps this would not be something new, but a return to 

how things were in the beginning. 

CHARLA WILLIAN « WESTFIELD, INDIANA 

I believe with all my heart that our Heavenly Parents want 

women to be ordained. I believe in Heavenly Parents 

who are loving and merciful, and denying half the church 

population the authority to act in Their name seems 

anything but loving and merciful. Right now, it is the men 

who are taught to be outspoken, to be leaders, to learn 

how to use God’s power and revelation in the service of 

others; women are taught to be submissive and to follow. 

I believe women should have those same opportunities 

that men have. We should all strive to be Christlike in 

every way possible. And I believe that the ordination of 

women would bring us closer to Christ. 

If women were ordained, I would most look forward to 

being able to be involved in the spiritual milestones 

of my daughter, who is now three. The fact that I wasn’t 

able to participate in her baby blessing will be a pain I 

carry forever. I would love to be able to share the joy of 

baptizing and confirming my daughter with my husband. 

I would love to have it be officially recognized that I have 

the authority to bless my daughter. In addition, because 

priesthood and the governance and administration of the 

Church have become so intertwined, I would also love to 

see women in positions of authority, to hear more women’s 

voices, and to see women become spiritual leaders as 

men are taught to be from a young age. I believe female 

ordination would be a huge step in eradicating the notion 

of “separate, but equal” that is so pervasive in the Church. 

ROBIN ZENGER BAKER 

BELMONT, MASSACHUSETTS 

What I see as problematic in the Church is that boys 

and girls both go to church, and only the boys have an 
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important job to do. They pass the sacrament when they 

turn twelve, then prepare the sacrament when they turn 

fourteen, and then bless the sacrament when they turn 

sixteen. My son absolutely loved to bless the sacrament. 

He looked forward to it. Even when he wasn’t so sure he 

wanted to attend church, he still loved to come and bless 

the sacrament. Having those roles to play sucked him in 

and helped cement his commitment to the Church. 

What happens to our girls? They come and watch the 

boys do all these important jobs. They see the boys come 

door to door to collect fast offerings. What do the girls 

do that is as visible and important? What effect does 

this invisibility have on them? This is a big problem, 

and I think contributes to the current trend toward 

losing our young women. I don’t know if our girls need 

priesthood ordination, but they certainly need some sort 

of institutional role that would make them visible and 

important to the ward. 

LORI DAVIS - EDINBURGH, SCOTLAND 

I see no doctrinal reason why women should not have 

the priesthood. Most of the arguments against it are 

reminiscent of the so-called reasons why blacks couldn't 

have the priesthood. However, I do worry about the effect 

on men if women were ordained. I think many of them 

would find it hard to cope, not because they are sexist 

(most men I know aren’t), but because their presence 

would no longer be so important, and everyone, male 

or female, likes to feel needed. The gender segregation 

here is troubling, I know, but with or without the 

priesthood, women are important. Partly it’s biological: 

our role in producing and nurturing the next generation 

is undeniable. Partly it’s because every ward I have 

ever been in has been largely held together by women 

who planned, organized, taught, and ministered more 

effectually than most of the men. 

Is the current situation terribly unfair to single women 

and part-member families? Yes, absolutely, it is. That’s 

one reason why I think women will eventually get the 

priesthood. But I do wonder, when that day arrives, will 

the men still come? Will our boys think that religion is just 

for girls? Will they stay engaged, if we really can make it 

function without them? 

FRANK PELLETT - AMERICAN FORK, UTAH 

My greatest wish is that someday we get revealed to 

us the Priestesshood. This would be given directly to a 
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woman from above, with enthusiastic welcome from the 

President of the Church. Church hierarchy would have 

to change to accept this dual authority, where the two 

presidents, female and male, lead together. 

I dislike the idea that feminism means we have to fit 

women into the male “mold.” Human is not just male. If 

women are not fully human, then neither are men. 

I look forward to hearing from not just prophets, but also 

prophetesses. The progress we could make together will 

be so much more than the sum of what we could do with 

either alone. Male voices can only get us so far. The best 

we can do is work on getting us, as a people, somewhere 

close to being ready for it. 

‘| support and love those who Teel 

called to participate in things like 

Ordain Women actions. | know many 

of these individuals personally. They 

are my family and friends, both literally 

and tiguratively. However, | don't feel 

such a Calling. 

ELLEN TORONTO ¢ ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN 

I believe that when women are ordained to the priesthood 

(Iam seventy, and I believe it will happen in my lifetime.) 

we will see a flood of women who will join the Church. 

These are women who are now stopped by the fact that 

they are really not full participants. I don’t think that men’s 

participation will wane, although I suppose it could. That 

is up to the men who hold the priesthood. But even if 

that were true, it is unfair to withhold that blessing from 

women. 

The priesthood is the central and defining power in the 

Church. Most ordinations and blessings come from that 

power. An analogy to women’s current position in the 

Church is a bank in which men control all the money and 

make all decisions about it. Women can spend it but only 

as an allowance doled out to them by men. They have no 

control over it. 

KAREN MADSEN ¢ ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN 

Many years ago, my friend wanted to stand in the blessing 

circle for her baby and was denied. Sometime later, a 

non-member man attended the blessing of his baby. As 



a good-will gesture, against Church policy, the bishop 

invited him to stand in the circle. My friend viewed this 

as meaning that his maleness had more importance than 

her membership. 

Personally, I don’t have strong feelings about women’s 

ordination, but if it were to happen, I can envision women 

relishing the opportunity to stand in the blessing circle 

for their babies and pronounce a mother’s blessing 

before the father’s blessing. I think they would also 

appreciate the chance to perform a child’s baptism, stand 

as a witness of record, and confer the Holy Ghost. 

On the negative side, however, I believe that giving 

women the priesthood will greatly reduce the attendance 

and participation of men. It is the duties that only men 

can do that keep a lot of them active. 1 believe men would 

become complacent, sit back, and “let the sisters do it,’ 

as they know the jobs will be competently accomplished 

by the women. 

LAURA PENNOCK « BOUNTIFUL, UTAH 

Iam a 100% supporter of ordaining women. I think this 

is a step that will have positive consequences far beyond 

the confines of our church communities. Churches are the 

largest and most influential repositories and transmitters 

of patriarchy. When we begin to see women routinely 

acting in all capacities within our religious communities 

and being regarded and viewed and treated as fully and 

equally human, I believe that boys and girls will grow up 

into men and women who have very different fundamental 

assumptions about themselves and each other than we 

currently have.I think we will find that viewing individuals 

of the opposite sex in a more nuanced and less restricted 

way will be a paradigm shift of colossal scope. I believe 

that we will be freer to see individuals as individuals 

with strengths and weaknesses, gifts and goals that are 

unique, and that will open the possibilities of tapping the 

potential of individuals for greatness. I also think it will 

revolutionize the way girls view themselves as they grow 

into women. I believe that the creative and intellectual 

energy that is now being carefully circumscribed will 

change the world in ways we can only imagine. I believe 

that boys will flourish as well when they are no longer 

required to spend so much psychological energy 

patrolling and enforcing the borders of masculinity. 

I work for a world made new when the divine feminine 

is allowed to come into full partnership with the divine 

masculine and the whole becomes greater than the sum 

of its parts. 

KATHI HORI ¢ PETERBOROUGH, ENGLAND 

I long for a time when parents can bless their children 

together, when wives can bless their husbands as well as 

husbands their wives. It feels to me that only then will the 

family truly be complete, and only then realize its place 

as the most important unit in the Church. My greatest 

fear regarding women’s ordination is the introduction of 

a separate priestesshood. In my mind that will serve only 

to entrench divisions between men and women, and lead 

to further over-emphasis on supposedly divine gender 

traits. 

SUNMNEer SISTERS SPEAK: 
Our next Sisters Speak question comes from 
Caroline Kline of Irvine, California. She asks: 

Mormonism has an abundance of rituals and 

practices meant to imbue everyday life with 

holiness. I appreciate many of these, yet as a 
Mormon feminist, some of these rituals just don’t 

speak to my soul. From experience I know that I 

feel God more fully in my life when I supplement 

_ my Mormon worship with additional practices and 

rituals, particularly women-centered ones. Some 

practices which have been particularly moving and 

meaningful to me are: 

_¢a blessing ceremony for my baby daughter, in 

which a group of women friends brought a thought 

or a poem to help my daughter navigate her 

woman's life, as well as a bead which symbolized 

some advice or insight for her 
_ ereading beautiful prayers from world religions 

before bed 

_ + showcasing images of the divine feminine in my 

home 
. shifting my God-language, so that I often mention 
Heavenly Mother and Heavenly Father a : 

or feel like these precise are a aod start, but lam 

- sure there are many, many others that would add 

_ meaning and spirituality to my life. What spiritual 
practices or rituals have you developed (or do you 

= hope to develop) to bring the holy into your life? 

_ What meaning do you find in them? Do you feel any 
nsion | because these Practices. are not developed or 

mandated by the Church, and if so, how do deal 

with this tension? — 
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Or SUPERHEROES, JEDI KNIGHTS. 

How could I explain something to a four-year-old boy that I have been struggling to understand 
lf myself for over twenty years? | By Andrea Radke-Moss e Rexburg, Idaho 

“What did you learn in Primary today?” I asked 

my four-year-old. 

“Daddy has the priesthood,” he answered. 

Hmmm, I thought, we’re already here, just out of his 

toddler years, his first foray into being taught gender 

roles in the Church. I shouldn’t have been surprised, 

but I wasn’t prepared to explain to him the reasons for 

our male-only authority. Of course, this situation only 

exposed my own discomfort at our institutional gender 

separation: how could I explain something to a four-year- 

old boy that I have been struggling to understand myself 

for over twenty years? 

We had held off on teaching him too much about sex 

differences, except for some basic anatomy, biology, and 

clothing choices, instead choosing to focus on Mommy’s 

and Daddy’s shared roles. But I knew this moment was 

coming. Wanting to probe him a little more, I responded, 

“Yes, he does... What about Mommy? Does Mommy have 

the priesthood?” 

“NO!” he answered firmly and with a tone of correction: 

“You don’t, Mommy.” And there it was—in one Sunday, four 

years of my attempts at teaching him gender equality had 

been ever-so-slightly undermined by a Primary lesson. A 

chink in my feminist-friendly-family armor. And my little 

boy’s perception of me had changed. It wasn’t so much 

the knowledge that men have the priesthood and women 

don’t, since those are facts. It was more the tone of his 

voice when he responded to me, almost in chastisement. 

Now, if he were older, I could have teased out all of the 

nuances of the usual separate-but-equal justifications, 

and how Mommy has faith and the gift of the Holy Ghost, 

and how Mommy can do great things and how I carried 
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him in my tummy for nine months, and I have a PhD and I 

wrote a book and ran a marathon and I can play Chopin 

on the piano and catch a trout. He knows all that, and he 

thinks his Mommy is wonderful. But he’s four. In his mind, 

Daddy might have a superpower that Mommy doesn’t 

have. 

Certainly I am not the first and only LDS mother to 

deal with the inevitable question of ‘““Why do boys get 

the priesthood?” This is the question I have struggled 

with, thought about, agonized over, wrestled with, 

deconstructed, discussed, hammered out, prayed and 

cried about, and beaten to death for years. And as a 

professional historian who has researched and written on 

Mormon women, I am familiar enough with the various 

interpretations of the origins of the Relief Society to know 

this is not an easy historical conclusion to pin down. Some 

have argued that Joseph intended for the Relief Society to 

be a quorum of ordained females—he even “ordained” 

women, and called the organizationa“kingdom of priests,” 

and received revelation that women could perform ritual 

healing by the laying on of hands. Indeed, this practice 

was widespread and lasted for almost a hundred years. 

Some believe that Joseph didn’t have the opportunity 

to fully realize his vision for the Relief Society, and that 

women have lost what they had in the early years. Others 

with more cynicism see the ReliefSociety as an oppressive 

organizational vehicle for introducing Nauvoo’s elite 

women to polygamy, especially as its origins intersected 

with the beginnings of celestial marriage and the temple 

ceremony. But likely most see the Relief Society in its 

present incarnation, that of a traditional feminine service 

organization, an auxiliary or support organization for the 

male-only priesthood. Even now, historians, scholars, and 

feminists with varying views are trying to tease out the 

pro-priesthood ordination impulse of the Relief Society 



or to reinforce its place as a charitable organization with 

godly roots. 

Part of the problem in my struggle to understand women’s 

exclusion from priesthood authority is that I don’t really 

accept the usual reasons given for that exclusion. Ten 

years ago, I presented a talk for the FAIR conference. This 

was in the middle of the Elizabeth Smart case, and major 

news organizations were giving much airtime to the roles 

of women in Mormonism, with lots of exotic references 

to polygamy and sexual slavery. It was a time of circling 

the wagons. So, I was invited to give an apologetics talk 

about the place of Mormon women and how liberated we 

are. agonized and agonized over this talk. A good friend 

(also a “faithful Mormon feminist’) and I spent hours and 

hours walking and talking around our neighborhood, 

making the rounds through the Provo City Cemetery, 

discussing the spectrum of equality or inequality for LDS 

women, as we passed gravestone after gravestone of 

dead polygamists, including the large distinctive stone 

obelisk of Abraham Smoot and the four ground-level, 

tiny headstones of his polygamist wives—a palpably 

ironic and visual symbol of the type of contradiction we 

were trying to deconstruct. At the culmination of our long 

discussions and my writing labors, I could not honestly 

come down on the side of defending the notion of a 

completely liberated and institutionally equal Mormon 

woman. But since my assignment was an apologist paper 

for a mostly “faithful” audience, I also could not indict the 

Church as an unabashedly sexist organization, without 

any possibility of redemption and divinity. What I tried 

to address were the common explanations for women’s 

exclusion from the priesthood. Then, just as today, the 

explanations were really difficult to unpack, rooted as 

they are in complicated and sometimes contradictory 

layers of Mormon culture, history, church leader 

statements, doctrinal interpretations, folklore, and even 

just plain bad attempts at sociology of gender. 

And yet, in spite of my endeavors to deconstruct the 

usual folklore surrounding male-only authority and 

ordination, here we are, ten years later, in the middle of 

Ordain Women and other feminist efforts, and the same 

reasons keep getting recycled, accepted, and presented 

as the final word on female ordination. Thus, dealing with 

the question of why women don’t have the priesthood 

is like playing a game of rhetorical Whack-a-Mole. Hit 

with one explanation, you smack it down with the proper 

deconstruction, and another one pops up. Sometimes two 

or three pop up at the same time. So here are the usual 

suspects, presented in no particular order: 

Women don’t need the priesthood because we’re 

inherently good, so we have it built in to become like 

Christ, which is the purpose of the priesthood. 

Women don’t need the priesthood because we’re 

mothers, hence the persistent, frustrating, and fallacious 

use of the priesthood = motherhood binary. 

Women don’t need the priesthood because we have 

enough work to do, and why on earth would we want 

more responsibilities? 

Women already have the priesthood by virtue of our 

temple covenants, temple marriages, and through our 

husbands. 

If women were ordained to the priesthood, men would 

have nothing to do. 

Women’s ordination would lead to the ultimate decline 

in the family, motherhood, masculinity of men, nurturing, 

and civilization as we know it. 

Both men and women benefit from the blessings of the 

priesthood. My favorite: “A man can’t give himself a 

blessing.” 

In a BYU religion class, 1 remember vividly the day we 

discussed why women don’t have the priesthood. The 

professor explained carefully, “The purpose of the 

priesthood is to help men to become just like Christ. So 

women don’tneed the priesthood because they’re already 

there, while ‘Men need all the help they can get.’” And 

then he looked at us with his kindly, grandfatherly love. 

And I bought it, completely and without complication. I 

had always wondered why I couldn’t hold the priesthood, 

and I snuggled down into the warmth of that feeling of 

being honored and revered and pedestalized by a man. 

I reveled in the feeling that somehow my inequality was 

okay, because those that had more privilege were actually 

deeply flawed. Of course, I wasn’t complicated enough in 

my thinking yet to have raised my hand and asked, “Why 

would God bestow his sacred power on the half of the 

population that is inherently depraved?” and, “Why do 

I even need the atonement if I have already achieved 

the goal of being Christlike?” Still, I felt like I had been 

allowed into a great family secret. This professor was 

a gentle and loving man who often bore testimony of 

Christ and his atonement and I bear him no ill will for 

this unfortunate lesson. He, like most members who 

have used this justification, was simply parroting what 
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he had been taught from those before him. And to my 

own discredit, I’m quite certain that I passed this folklore 

along to others during my days of loving the pedestal. 

But I often return to this memory, to remind myself why 

so many women are okay with not having a more equal 

voice in the governance of the Church. 

At one time, this separationist model for women’s roles in 

the Church—and all of the accompanying explanations 

for lack of female ordination—women are too righteous, 

women need to be protected, women are too busy, all 

women are mothers, women are dependent upon male 

authority, etc., etc.—fit right alongside women’s place in 

their other life spheres. Women’s roles both inside and 

outside of the Church involved very little contradiction. But 

as the old notions of separate-but-equal begin to unravel 

amidst the barrage of renewed feminist awareness, this 

unraveling has caused Mormon women to question the 

source of their institutional exclusion. The gap between 

the secular models of equality and shared governance 

that girls are internalizing in politics and business and 

higher education are departing further and further from 

the Church’s persistence in holding onto the notion of 

men making decisions for women, as well as women’s 

restrictions from participating in designated ‘“male- 

only” church responsibilities. Many are increasingly 

recognizing that they live fragmented lives: In the world, 

a woman can be an accountant for a major corporation, 

but in her church, she can’t count the money in her ward. 

In the world, she can be a superintendent of a school 

system, but in her church, she can’t be a Sunday School 

president. 

Thus, as discussions of women’s ordination have been 

ramped up in recent months, I have mostly sat on the 

sidelines, watching and listening and waiting and hoping 

and praying, but not really coming down strongly on 

ordination. Mostly this has been because of caution and 

raw fear. Even if the ordination of women is not on the 

table—which seems likely for the near future—so many 

other forms of traditional and institutional exclusion 

continue to be painful for those who do embrace greater 

equality. Perhaps some of these problems can be fixed 

without female ordination. But perhaps not.As these forces 

for and against female ordination continue to clash, I find 

myself spending more energy dispelling the folklores 

about why women don’t have the priesthood than trying 

to argue why women should have it. It’s almost more 

demoralizing trying to undo sexist beliefs and outdated 

traditions than to convince people of empowering ones. 

If ordination comes, I do not know what form it will take. If 
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it doesn’t come, I am still hopeful for a greater expansion 

of women’s roles in the Church, not just for myself, but 

also for my children. 

Perhaps the challenge arises because I, like so many 

other Mormons, might perceive the priesthood power 

to be something magical and mystical for those who 

possess it, and unknowable and inaccessible to the rest 

of us. Perhaps it’s because few of us have really parsed 

out the differences between the administrative, or 

institutional and authoritative, aspects of the priesthood 

and the holy and godly aspects of it. Or perhaps it is just 

because I am the mother of a boy and girl, whose current 

childhood imaginings are so wrapped up in superheroes 

and wizards and Jedi knights, who see male and female 

empowerment through the lens of these make-believe 

worlds where anything is possible. Their feminist 

mother wants them to admire Wordgirl just as much as 

they admire Super Why! So, when my son internalizes 

a significant difference between Daddy and Mommy, I 

can’t help but worry: does he see Daddy as Iron Man and 

Mommy as Pepper Potts? 

I loved the epic space morality tale Star Wars when I 

was a child. And I recently introduced my children to it. 

Watching it again with them, a certain scene continues 

to strike me for its interesting parallel to what is going 

on within Mormon discussions of female ordination. First, 

a background, for the un-geeky among our readers: the 

force seems like a parallel to the priesthood—special 

powers based upon faith and belief that allow you to 

perform otherwise unexplainable miracles like reading 

people’s minds and moving heavy objects with your 

thoughts. It is also service-oriented, meant to help the 

weak and defenseless. It stands for truth and justice. Its 

practitioners must live holy lives, free from materialism, 

selfishness, lust, and hatred. Oh, and one more thing. 

All the Jedi are males: Yoda, Obi-Wan Kenobi, Anakin 

Skywalker (Darth Vader), and of course, Luke Skywalker. 

After Luke has learned that Darth Vader is his real 

father, he confronts the ghost of Obi-Wan Kenobi about 

this. A long conversation leads to Obi-Wan confessing 

the additional surprise that Luke also has a twin sister, 

Princess Leia. After some initial shock, Luke later confides 

in Leia the truth. 

Luke: If I don’t make it back, you’re the only hope for the 

Alliance. 

Princess Leia: Luke, don’t talk that way. You have a power I 

don’t understand and could never have. 



Luke: You’re wrong, Leia. You have that power too. In time 

you'll learn to use it as I have. The Force runs strong in my 

family. My father has it. I have it. And my sister has it. Yes. 

It’s you, Leia. 

Princess Leia: 1 know. Somehow, I’ve always known. 

We all cheered at the revelation that Leia had the force, too! 

We already knew that she was smart, funny, courageous, 

a great leader, a warm and loving girlfriend, and that she 

could wield a blaster like no one else. Now we also knew 

that she had the power of the force. What if? What if even 

she could become a Jedi? All of the Jedi Knights that my 

generation knew were boys—it was a man’s religion. 

Fast forward twenty years to George Lucas’s Star Wars 

prequels. As I sat and watched the scene where we 

finally got to meet the Jedi Council, before they became 

extinct—the gathering of the most powerful Jedi in the 

universe, I sat up straight in my floppy theater seat. There 

were female Jedi Knights! Women, sitting in council and 

fighting for truth and justice in the galaxy right alongside 

the men. And Yoda, teaching young girl and boy Padowans 

about astronomy and peace and righteous power and 

truth and using lightsabers. 

I’m not trying to argue that the Church should base its 

revelation and priesthood ordination on a science fiction 

morality tale. But it made me wonder whether we are 

like Princess Leia, feeling like the priesthood is a power 

we don’t understand and that we could never have, but 

perhaps forgetting—or just not claiming—our own 

history of possibilities. Perhaps there are some female 

Jedis in our past, long forgotten, whose memory needs to 

be rekindled. 

If any religion on this planet has claims to some form of 

female ordination, it just might be ours. From Joseph’s 

embryonic efforts of introducing a ‘kingdom of priests” 

who were ordained after the pattern of the priesthood, 

with keys turned to them, together with a long history 

of women participating in ritual healing, claims to 

knowledge of a female deity and the tradition of a 

powerful, autonomous organization (before it became 

carefully correlated) that earned its own money, ran 

businesses, and lobbied for woman’s suffrage, to temple 

rituals that have offered members some glimpse of the 

possibilities of a female priesthood, we stand on mighty 

shoulders. 
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SO WRONG, AND YET SO RIGHT: 
WHY | BELIEVE IN A MALE PRIESTHOOD 
I am constantly being reminded, through friends and opened doors, of the great blessing the Lord 

gave me through the inspiration of a fallen, imperfect bishop. 

By Kimberly White « New York City, New York 

At about the turn of this century, I was a struggling 

divorced single mother, working to pay my way through 

a bachelor’s degree, fulfilling a demanding Young Single 

Adult calling, and trying to fit into an established family 

ward. 

When one of the bishop’s counselors asked to see me, 

I assumed they must be checking in to see how I was 

coping or to ask if I needed financial support. I never 

anticipated what actually happened: they wanted to give 

me an additional calling as Primary music leader. 

The counselor’s manner was casual. Oh, yes, they knew 

I already had a big calling, but had reasoned that the 

Primary calling was an easy one that would only take 

up Sunday meeting hours. They also knew I didn’t have 

music experience, but had noticed I did sing in the choir. 

The bishop had prayed very particularly about this 

calling and felt strongly that this was the Lord’s will for 

me, and would I accept? 

I begin with this story because whenever I encounter 

gender issues in the church, my mind wanders back to 

that call. 1 remember sitting there silently, so surprised 

I could not speak. I had previously decided to never 

refuse a calling, but this one seemed so wrong on so 

many levels (two callings to a single parent working 

student? Primary music is an easy job?) I wasn’t sure my 

previous commitments applied. It was my first significant 

experience with priesthood leaders doing something 

that seemed to me just objectively wrong. Moreover, 

I was hurt, and a bit insulted. My anxious, busy life of 

stress and loneliness seemed to have no reality for this 
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representative of my inspired bishop, who sat across from 

me in that cinderblock room, properly white-shirted and 

tied, set apart with keys and the authority, yet wholly and 

preventably ignorant of the weight of the burden he was 

asking me to bear. 

I did accept the calling. It was a great struggle initially; 

I spent weeks standing awkwardly in front of bored 

children and impassive teachers singing incorrectly 

because I couldn’t read music. But I got better, and 

survived it.Some time later, that experience led to another 

music calling, which led to another, and another, each of 

which increased my confidence and ability and provided 

me with some of my most tender spiritual experiences 

and treasured friendships. In countless ways, that one 

ridiculous and unjustified calling has sent tendrils of 

joy and delight into the most wonderful and unexpected 

corners of my life, and has done so unremittingly for 

more than a decade. I am constantly being reminded, 

through friends and opened doors, of the great blessing 

the Lord gave me through the inspiration of that fallen, 

imperfect bishop. So when I think about women and the 

priesthood, this always comes to mind. And I think, “They 

were so wrong, and yet they were so right!” 

‘| have seen and experienced 

through my own life that the male 

oriesthood has been sufficient to 

reveal the gospel and bless my life. 

This has much to do with why I believe in a male-only 

priesthood. I have seen and experienced through my 
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own life that the male priesthood has been sufficient 

to reveal the gospel and bless my life. I have seen and 

felt its power; I love it and treasure it. I can’t imagine 

feeling more valued, more intimately known. I know from 

revelation through priesthood holders, confirmed by my 

own experience, that our Father’s purpose in running this 

mortal experiment is to grant us a full inheritance of His 

glory through Christ. Even though there are faults in the 

administration and organization of the church, it has been 

sufficient to bring about the Lord’s purposes. And I am 

content with that. 

However, “sufficient” doesn’t necessarily mean “best”; if 

another system, like a genderless priesthood, would be 

better, then maybe the system should change. Just briefly, 

I want to consider what seem to be two major reasons for 

thinking the faults in the male-only system are serious 

enough to warrant changing them, and why I personally 

don’t end up being convinced by those reasons. 

‘The unrighteous dominion exercised 

by some priesthood holders actively 

causes problems and suffering tor 

Church members, particularly for 

women, and it often grows out of their 

belief that priesthood power implies 

Superiority. 

First of all, an exclusively male administration brings 

with it some inherent problems that have caused and will 

cause suffering. The unrighteous dominion exercised by 

some priesthood holders actively causes problems and 

suffering for Church members, particularly for women, 

and it often grows out of their belief that priesthood power 

implies superiority. But in fact, even if all priesthood 

holders were as egalitarian as they should be, exclusion 

from performing ordinances would still be a source 

of suffering for the girls and women so excluded. Just 

because a woman supports the earthly male priesthood 

doesn’t mean she is, or has to be, blind to the sufferings 

occasioned by that system. 
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Yet we also cannot assume that just because some practice 

or idea causes (or can cause) suffering, it must therefore be 

wrong from God’s point of view. Let me be clear: I believe 

that some forms of suffering are definitely wrong in the 

Lord’s eyes. When we hurt one another through malice 

He counts it a sin; unrighteous dominion is condemned 

in the scriptures and should be eliminated. But there are 

millions of things that cause human suffering, and many 

of them do not interfere with God’s purposes and don’t 

need to be fixed. Aging, for example, or earthquakes, are 

simply parts of the fallen world. Moreover, some kinds 

of suffering actually further the Lord’s desire to bless us 

and perfect us. I suffered plenty of painful humiliation 

in the early days of my Primary music calling, but that 

suffering led directly to growth. I don’t just accept it; I’m 

grateful for it. There is plenty of room for disagreement 

about where exactly the line is drawn between pain we 

should avoid and prevent and pain we should embrace 

as beneficial, and where the male priesthood falls on the 

spectrum. The point is, pain in and of itself is not always 

bad; it can sometimes further the Lord’s purposes. So the 

general fact of suffering occasioned by an exclusively 

male administrative priesthood does not seem to me 

evidence that the system needs to be fixed. 

Secondly, support for a male-only priesthood is 

necessarily support for a practice that is unequal. In any 

other earthly institution I would object to that inequality 

strenuously—no human being has the right to decide to 

treat other human beings as inferior. And that is precisely 

the problem suggested by a male priesthood; it seems to 

suggest that God is treating women as inferior, or that His 

servants are. If so, that would seem to run counter to His 

purposes, and would need to be changed. 

But let’s note some things about the priesthood. Although 

the administrative priesthood seems mostly to have 

been given to men throughout history, among men it has 

generally been distributed unequally. The keys go to 

certain lineages or are withheld from others, and we do 

not conclude that those excluded are eternally lesser in 

the sight of God. On the contrary, God himself said that 

all are alike unto Him, ‘‘male and female, black and white, 

bond and free.” I think it’s interesting that this phrase 

indicates three categories, (gender, race, and social 



status) on the basis of which priesthood authority has at 

some point, whether by decree or mistake, been denied. 

And yet they are all described as alike unto God, which 

suggests that the ability to hold mortal priesthood keys 

is not related to status before God at all. 

Our gospel teaches us that we are literally heirs of God 

through Christ. The inheritance we are promised is a 

full portion of thrones, kingdoms, principalities, powers, 

priesthoods, and glory. When the Lord says all are alike 

unto Him, he doesn’t mean he can’t tell us apart, He 

means this promised inheritance is alike unto all. And 

that means those promises pertain to all people, black 

and white, bond and free, male and female, regardless of 

their access to priesthood keys in mortality. 

To all women, to servants, to non-Levite Israelites, faithful 

Jews after the loss of the temple, and the teeming billions 

of our brothers and sisters of all colors and creeds who 

lived their lives without the possibility of learning the 

gospel, all are equally entitled to this inheritance. We 

are ‘‘heirs by faith,” not by whether we happened to be, 

or not be, excluded from being ordained to priesthood 

authority in mortality. Ability to hold the priesthood, 

since it has often been granted and withheld for reasons 

unrelated to worthiness, cannot possibly be taken to 

imply anything about the level of inheritance a person 

will receive in the next life. 

‘We are heirs by faith, not by whether 

we happened to be, or not be. 

excluded trom being ordained to 

priesthood authority in mortality. 

Thus, we already draw a distinction between the practice 

of priesthood distribution at any particular time in 

history, and how we expect it to work in the eternities. 

Let me put it another way: since the priesthood is 

distributed unequally across genders and populations 

and dispensations, it is perforce not the same as the 

inheritance we are promised, which is available equally 

to all. This suggests an intriguing possibility: women too 

may hold priesthood keys in the next life even if they 

don’t in this one. 

Notably, in the various ordinances of the temple, women, 

although never ordained or given administrative keys for 

the Church, nevertheless do all of the things we associate 

with priesthood power. They lay on hands, seal blessings, 

and anoint with oil; they wear most of the same symbols 

of priesthood power, learn the names, signs, and symbols 

of the priesthoods along with the men, answer the same 

questions, must be present in equal ratio for prayer, and 

must be present as witness. More importantly, women 

are told explicitly that will become priestesses and 

have “priesthoods.” The temple ceremonies do include 

differences between men and women that imply some 

kind of difference in role. But in the context of a church 

with a male-only priesthood in its earthly form, it should 

be startling that the indicators of priesthood status in 

God’s house are overwhelmingly identical between men 

and women. 

When I remember the circumstances of my first music 

calling, I have no doubt that among my bishop’s faults 

was a condescension toward women. But I also have 

no doubt that he was doing his best given his own 

limitations, and received the inspiration for what the Lord 

knew would both teach and beautifully bless me. In the 

current practice of priesthood ordination as in all other 

things, our Father is not restrained by the limitations of 

mortality from blessing and teaching us in preparation 

for our inheritance. He has used weak and imperfect men 

to reveal the most ecstatically optimistic doctrine of any 

religion: the idea that we as human beings are entitled 

to inherit all things from God himself. Our inheritance is 

endless, glorious, and full; bought at great cost to Christ 

and given away joyously at very little cost to ourselves. 

This, this is what we are here for! To earn through our 

brief and sorrowful sojourn in this messy, violent world a 

full share of the heavenly estate. If God chooses to give 

men the responsibility for performing ordinances in this 

place, what is that to me? 
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In the middle of September 2013, the Mormon internet 

was abuzz with Ordain Women’s plans to ask admittance 

to the priesthood session of General Conference. I was 

living just 20 minutes away in Kaysville, Utah, tending to 

a new baby and a fragile heart. As happens on a regular 

basis, the pain from my years-long faith transition had 

ripened and risen to the surface. Feelings of inadequacy, 

anger, and sadness were cycling through yet again. I was 

reading a book—“The Temple Experience” by Wendy 

Ulrich—in an attempt to figure out my disappointment 

with my own temple experience. That disappointment 

from my first encounter with the endowment still felt 

fresh, years afterward. In the early pages of Ulrich’s book, 

I came across a challenge from the author: to approach 
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God, in humble prayer, and ask to have my sins revealed 

to me. Her advice struck a chord and seemed right. That 

night, before I crawled between the covers, I made my 

tentative request. Show me what I’m doing wrong, God. 

Show me where I can do better. Tell me my sins. 

The next day a handful of thoughts coalesced into my 

answer. 

I thought of my frustrations with the temple, my 

longstanding angst over going to the place where God 

is said to live and, once there, finding only emptiness. 

I thought of how hopeless I felt in any chance of 

improvement. 



I thought of the previous spring’s General Conference, 

when women prayed in that meeting for the first time. I 

thought of the letter-writing campaign that had preceded 

that event, Let Women Pray, and how even though I 

followed the campaign with interest, I didn’t write a letter 

of my own.I had no hope that it would make a difference. 

Women were never going to pray. Obviously. Why get 

involved only to be frustrated in the end? 

I thought of Ordain Women. Those gutsy ladies, asking 

for entrance to a session they’d never, ever be allowed to 

enter, not in a million years. I admired their tenacity, but 

what was the point, really? 

And there it was, plain as day. The answer to my prayer. 

Your sin, child, is your lack of hope. 

No hope that I could one day have a better temple 

experience. No hope that women would pray in General 

Conference. No hope that women would be welcomed at 

the priesthood session or, one day, into the priesthood 

itself. 

In 2 Nephi 31:20, we are directed to “press forward with 

a steadfastness in Christ, having a perfect brightness of 

hope, and a love of God and of all men. Wherefore, if ye 

shall press forward, feasting upon the word of Christ, and 

endure to the end, behold, thus saith the Father: Ye shall 

have eternal life.” 

A perfect brightness of hope. 

These words had new meaning when applied to the 

question of women’s ordination. I read through the many 

profiles on the Ordain Women website, showcasing men 

and women who are bold in expressing their belief, and 

I see their hope. I see their steadfastness, their love, their 

endurance. And I marvel at those examples. 

Ether 12:4 tells us that whoever believes in God can 

surely hope for a better world and a place at the right 

hand of God. 

1 Corinthians 9:10 says that whoever plows should plow 

in hope. I’m reminded of a farmer’s optimism, working 

with the assumption that any work she does today will 

sprout and bear fruit in the future. 

In Doctrine and Covenants 4:5, we are instructed that 

faith, hope, charity, and love, with an eye single to the 

glory of God, qualify us for the work. 

Doctrine and Covenants 128 portrays a vision of angels 

and the heads of dispensations sharing their rights, keys, 

honors, majesty, glory, and the power of their priesthood, 

“giving line upon line, precept upon precept; here a little, 

and there a little; giving us consolation by holding forth 

that which is to come, confirming our hope!” 

I don’t know what I feel about priesthood. I don’t know if 

“that which is to come” includes ordination for women. 

In pondering this question, I tend to agree with whatever 

well-worded argument I’ve heard most recently. My 

opinion is swayed back and forth, from one absolute to 

the other and to spots in between.I take this indecision as 

a sure sign that God hasn’t spoken to me on this subject, 

that I’m not working from the foundation of personal 

revelation. 

Women’s ordination to the priesthood isn’t my fight or my 

cause, at least not right now. I don’t know why it isn’t. All 

I can do is follow the Spirit and trust my inner compass 

to lead me right. At the present time, that includes sitting 

on the sidelines of this conversation. I haven’t submitted 

a profile to the Ordain Women website. I haven’t sought 

entrance to the priesthood session. 

But what I am willing to do, what I feel led by the Spirit to 

do, is watch with awe. I have acquaintances and friends 

who are devoting their whole hearts to the cause of 

women’s ordination. They are my internet crushes. They 

are my heroines and heroes. More than anything else, 

they are my tutors in hope. 

**Post Script** My essay was an accurate depiction 

of how I felt when it was written. Since that time, I’ve 

received a personal witness and developed a testimony 

of the importance of women’s ordination (to priesthood, 

to priestesshood—I’m not sure, but to something). I now 

have a profile on Ordain Women’s website and attended 

the action in Temple Square at the April 2014 General 

Conference. I’m willing to be patient. I’m willing to wait my 

whole life for further light and knowledge. I am not willing 

to act like this doesn’t matter to me, to pretend that this is an 

unrighteous desire. I am not willing to lose hope. 
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TALKING ORDINATION AT TAEINN Eee 

Convernations Belween Siatery 

Our childhood home was one of reading, thought, and discussion, so we sisters grew into women with 

open minds and lots of opinions. 

Of late, the topic of women’ ordination is common at the virtual dinner table and fuels emotion and — 

deep conversation. Like many families confronting differing opinions on this topic, we fan out to create 

a variety of views and perspectives on the subject, and this is a little glimpse into our conversations. 

Compiled by Suzette Smith and Allyson Maughan 

PART I: MARCH 2013 Like Brigham Young, it took me years to convert. Not to 

the Church (as Brigham did), but to the idea of ordaining 

Suzette: The ordainwomen.org site launched today, women. Since my feminist awakening in Boston fifteen 

March 17,2013,andIfeela thrill. This is really happening— years ago, I have read and studied a lot about women 

at last—we are raising our voices about the taboo subject and priesthood. This studying has given me the words to 

of ordaining women. express my feelings of limitation as a Mormon woman. 
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Before finally embracing the idea of ordaining women, 

I worried that this step might be harmful to men in the 

Church by removing the sense of priesthood duty that 

may help bond them to their families and to the Church. 

Even today, I wonder if this may prove true. But worrying 

over God’s sons is not a reason to withhold ordination 

from all of God’s daughters. 

Heather: This is the first I've heard of Ordain Women 

and I’m not sure what to think. I’ve never thought about 

ordination before.Icansee the current gender inequalities 

and they bother me. I am interested in following Ordain 

Women from a distance—but with interest. 

Cherie: 1 don’t want priesthood and it doesn’t bother me 

that only men have priesthood. I think men and women 

have different roles and I’m OK with that. 

I don’t feel like I am less important because I don’t 

hold the priesthood, or that my feelings and talents are 

not valued. I think the fact that men and women have 

different roles is refreshing; it makes us unique. Trying to 

make men and women equal often causes issues that in 

the end make things more difficult. Why not embrace our 

differences? 

: I’ve read Suzette’s profile on the OW website 

several times. I want to understand her point of view and 

see what the organization is all about. I want to know how 

they interact with the Church and its members. 

Understanding Ordain Women is causing me to evaluate 

some of my own beliefs and ideas as well. I am asking 

questions like: What is my role in the Church? How do I 

interact with other Church members as a woman? How 

do I make my voice heard in the Church? 

Rochette: 1 like many of the ideas presented by Ordain 

Women and it’s opened my eyes to issues and possibilities 

I had not considered before. In the past I felt that Mormon 

feminists were only critical, even of female leaders. I 

thought, ‘Feminists don’t want to hear Mormon women 

speak; they want to hear their women speak.” But Ordain 

Women seems open to a broader discussion, asking hard 

questions, and talking things through. 

Chriotanne:1 can see that gender inequality is hard for 

some Church members. Christ says,“Come, take up 

the cross, and follow me.” (Mark 10:21) Perhaps issues 

of gender inequity is the cross for those members; by 

serving in the Church, we consecrate this burden and 

make it sacred. The Church asks its people to do hard 

things—and I think this service makes us stronger people. 

Suzette. I'm thinking about Christanne’s comment and 

it reminds me of a scripture: “And, notwithstanding we 

believe in Christ, we keep the law of Moses, and look 

forward with steadfastness unto Christ, until the law shall 

be fulfilled. ...We are made alive in Christ because of our 

faith; yet we keep the law because of the commandments” 

(2 Nephi 25:24-25). Nephi knew that Christ would come 

long before He came. He knew that Christ would bring 

a new law, but Nephi lived in a different time and was 

living the law he was asked to live. Like Nephi, I live in 

a time where there are certain directions from God, and 

one of them is: women are not currently ordained. While | 

live in this time, I think serving in the current Church and 

giving my burden to Christ (as Christanne suggests) is a 
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positive thing. But, also like Nephi, 1 look to a day whena 

new direction may come and an old law may be fulfilled. 

I pray for more understanding, and I believe my current 

service and faith will bring further light and knowledge. 

PART II: APPROACHING THE OCTOBER 5 ACTION 

Suzette. My profile is publicly posted on the OW site and 

I have learned of the planned action for the October 5 

Priesthood Session. I am considering attending. 

Cherie: 1 have concerns about this action. Ordain Women 

seems to be trying to force everything to be “fair,” but 

I think sometimes in our quest to be “fair” we overlook 

the real needs of people. If we look at whether or not the 

Church is fair in the sense that everyone is getting what 

they need instead of everyone getting the same thing, 

maybe some would change their perspective. Men and 

women have different needs and different things that 

make them shine. 

Cttynon: The hard thing for me to accept about the 

Ordain Women action is the way it divides women, when 

I would like to see women unified. I feel women have 

enough divisions already such as: 

Women who work at home and women who work away 

from home; 

Women who pursue college and women who choose 

other options; 

Women who are conservative and those who are strong 

feminists; 

Women who have kids and women who have no kids. 

Ordain Women is just one more issue to divide passions 

and energy. I would like to see a movement to unite 

women’s understanding of the priesthood and women’s 

place in the LDS Church and I’m concerned this action to 

attend the Priesthood Session will detract from that. 

Kochette: 1 don’t have a problem with women asking 

these questions and wanting to know answers. The 

prophet is here to receive revelation and guide in these 

concerns. But I’m not sure that using places of worship 

to gain attention and take a position is right. Actions like 

women wearing pants in church or attending Priesthood 

Session could be really disruptive to others who have 

come to church meetings seeking spiritual guidance and 

peace. I don’t like that sort of approach. 

Suzette: Rochelle’s concern about disrupting sacred 

space weighs heavy on my heart as I make this decision 
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to attend. I wanted this to be a peaceful, faithful action, 

but I know many others do not feel the same. 

I’ve been praying and attending the temple—seeking, 

asking, and knocking—and I feel guided to attend. I 

think about the covenants I make in the temple to use my 

talents and resources to build Zion. Equality feels like 

Zion to me. 

I am uplifted by conference when I attend and when 

I hear the words of the prophet. I know I would enjoy 

being a part of the Priesthood Session—in person, as a 

daughter of God. I want to attend this session with my 

brothers. And I hope when they see me there in line, they 

will see me as their equal. 

Cherie: 1 do not like this action. I believe if you are 

unhappy with the way things are run in any organization 

then you, as an individual or a group, need to come up 

with a proposal for change and put in a request. I have 

no problem with a woman or a group of women going to 

the First Presidency and requesting that they prayerfully 

consider a specific topic. However, the individual or 

group needs to realize that there are others who do not 

have the same views. One side will “win” the request, 

and one side will be “denied.” You need to be okay with 

that outcome, otherwise you are doing more than simply 

making a request. 

PART III: OCTOBER 5, 2013 

Suzette. Today is a day to be rrmembered—full of energy 

and courage. In my heart, I feel the brave spirits of the 

women before of me: Eve, Mary, Emma, Eliza, Emmeline. 

We sing together: “The Spirit of God” 

The latter-day glory begins to come forth; 

The visions and blessings of old are returning, 

And angels are coming to visit the earth. 

The Lord is extending the Saints’ understanding... 

The knowledge and power of God are expanding; 

The veil o’er the earth is beginning to burst. 

And I feel that my soul will burst. 

Iam walking to the prophet. If I had lived in 1840, I would 

have walked to the Mansion House in Nauvoo and sought 

an audience with Joseph. Today I walked as close as I 

could come: the Tabernacle. I have a big question. And 



I am looking for more light and knowledge with pure 

intent. I believe that we really might get in to the session, 

but then word comes down the line: “They won’t let us 

in.” I feel sick. “They really won’t let us in.” The door is 

closed to me. My own church—the church I love, serve, 

and believe in—shuts the door on my sincere desire. I 

watch the men and boys stream past into the Tabernacle 

as I am turned away. I wonder if the brethren inside the 

bright conference center know we are here. 

Cherie. Ordain Women showed their true colors today 

by the way they handled the Priesthood Session. Ordain 

Women requested that they be allowed to attend and they 

got a direct answer saying NO. Instead of accepting this, 

they went anyway in order to make a scene and “rally 

their cause.” This tells me, ‘“We are not making a request, 

we are trying to get noticed,” and it suggests to me that 

they are in full opposition to Church leaders. 

Heather: 1 know Suzette thinks and prays a lot about 

her decisions. I think she is really brave. I think Ordain 

Women is doing a great thing. 

‘| know Suzette thinks and prays a 

lot about her decisions. | think she is 

really brave. | think Ordain Women is 

doing a great thing. 

PART IV: THE FUTURE 

Rochetle. 1 think the conversations that Ordain Women 

has started are really good. I think it’s important to know 

we can have these conversations and not be afraid. Too 

often members are nervous that these types of discussions 

may be seen as questioning Church doctrine or authority. 

I also feel that this will start new practices on an individual 

basis. When couples and Church members rethink the 

gender divisions in their own homes, changes can be 

made to empower everyone. Sharing tasks like prayer, 

blessing, and revelation is a small start, which I believe 

will see big results in the way we think about women and 

priesthood. 

Suzelle: 1 think Rochelle is right about changes 

in individual homes and that makes me excited. 

Additionally, I am thinking about motherhood. After 

several conversations with my mother friends, I am 

considering motherhood differently as it relates to my 

conversations about priesthood. I see motherhood and 

priesthood as different roles rather than equal roles, 

but I realize that breaking this parallel in my dialogue 

may feel diminishing to mothers. I am not a mother, but 

I am learning more about what motherhood means to 

other women and my mother friends. I have heard these 

women speak with great emotion about the power they 

feel in this role. I have heard them wonder aloud, “If 

women are given priesthood does it mean that my hard 

work of motherhood is not enough? My work as a mother 

has filled me with great joy and great sorrow and I don’t 

want those feeling reduced.” 

Heather: Vve searched for my own feelings about 

ordination over the past year. I believe women can 

have the priesthood in a greater capacity than they do 

at present. I think we should do more to understand 

the priesthood power that women already have. I feel 

ordination will happen for women. I trust that the Lord 

loves his daughters and does have a great need and 

purpose for them. 

Cherie: Just because women do not have the priesthood 

does not mean the First Presidency has not prayerfully 

considered this issue. I feel like Ordain Women is simply 

stirring the pot and I have a problem with that. 

So, in the end, we agree to disagree. I do not personally 

know the women involved in Ordain Women—except 

Suzette—so I don’t want to paint them in a negative light, 

but I just don’t support the way they are going about 

things. And they are rallying for a cause that I do not want. 

: Thinking about Ordain Women this past year 

has been meaningful to me and I am grateful for that. 

I personally feel more empowered as I watch Ordain 

Women take action and as I consider the questions they 

pose. This journey makes me feel like I can voice my 

concerns. I feel like I can stand up and say, “We all want 

our church to grow and accept all people. We all want to 

serve each other with our talents and abilities. Can we 

not unite together?” 

Suzette: It is very important to me that Ordain Women 

continue as a faith-based movement. I keep myself 

balanced through involvement in my own ward. I believe 

the scriptures: “For she that diligently seeketh shall find; 

and the mysteries of God shall be unfolded unto her, by 

the power of the Holy Ghost” (1 Nephi 10:19). AndI believe 

the Lord ‘will yet reveal many great and important things 

pertaining to the Kingdom of God” (Article of Faith 9). 
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THE PATH OF AUTHENTICIT 
It took me thirty-two years to get to this point because it felt like it was easier to feign ignorance and 

stay in the garden. The lone and dreary world of the fight for female ordination was daunting. 

By Kate Kelly « Washington, D.C. 

Mother Eve 

Mormons revere her as the wise and noble mother 

of all living. I find our unique theology that helps us 

see the pivotal role she played in the plan of salvation 

empowering. And, with scarce few female scriptural role 

models to look up to, I really admire this woman who 

emulated fearlessness for all of us, her children. 

Faced with an eternal conundrum, she chose the lone and 

dreary world. She knew the necessity of the fall but had 

to choose it willingly. Therein lies her nobility. I imagine 

she was a bright and curious soul. I imagine she couldn't 

stand not to know. And so she did eat. 

Yet, when first her eyes were open she felt shame and an 

urge to hide. Unlike the emperor who was so caught up in 

his hubris he could not see his own nakedness, Eve knew 

immediately the game was up. She couldn’t go on living 

as if nothing had changed. She impulsively grabbed fig 

leaves to hide the new knowledge she had gained. 

Perhaps she saw the glimpse of the lone and dreary 

world and ducked under that bush as one last pavilion; a 

respite before taking the path out of the garden. It must 

have been so tempting to deny what she knew and stay 

comfortable, innocent, and safe. 

And so she was cast out of her safe haven. But I imagine 

she knew all along that she could not stay. She later 

acknowledged that the truth had set her free: to 

experience not only discomfort and hardship but also 

“the joy of our redemption.” She set out for the lone and 

dreary world, but it was on her own terms and of her 

own choosing. She knew she would “surely die,” but Eve 

intuited that ignorance, hiding, and stagnation are worse 

than death. 
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Crdain Women 

Unlike Eve, I have no children, but lam one of the founding 

mothers of the Ordain Women movement. I decided to 

start Ordain Women in January of 2013.I wanted the name 

of the group to be a clear and unequivocal imperative. 

“Ordain Women” was actionable. We would know when 

our goal had come to fruition. I had come to a point where 

I could no longer hide from myself or from others what I 

knew: you can feel respected, supported, and validated 

in the Church, but equality can be measured. Equality is 

not a feeling. In our church men and women are not equal. 

In part, it took me thirty-two years to get to this point 

because it felt like it was easier to feign ignorance and 

stay in the garden. The lone and dreary world of the fight 

for female ordination was daunting. Others had fought for 

women’s ordination before me, and many had not fared 

well. I feared broken relationships, social ostracism, 

and the thought of formal Church discipline. The thing 

I feared most was admitting to myself, at last, that I had 

willingly participated in an institution for three decades 

that did not see me as an equal to my brothers. But, like 

Mother Eve, I cannot hide what I know. 

I discovered that the first step away from blissful naiveté 

was glorious and joyful. The day I pushed the button 

to launch OrdainWomen.org—March 17, 2013, the 

anniversary of the founding of the Relief Society—was a 

Sunday. With one click I launched the live version of the 

site with twenty profiles we had begged, called in favors, 

and made promises to get, among them many Exponent 

women. And with one click I was free. Going to church 

that Sunday was the most joyful worship I had felt since 

my mission, many years before. My whole authentic self 

was out there for all to see and I was unashamed. 



‘And with one click | was Tree. Going 

to church that Sunday was the most 

joyful worship | had felt since my 

mission, many years before. My whole 

authentic self was out there for all to 

see and | was unashamed. 

Nothing was different about the church services that day. 

We filed into the wooden pews in the back, a few minutes 

late, as always. Yet the entire experience was transformed 

for me. My relationship to the rituals and words being 

spoken had changed. Even my ‘“‘amen” felt like it was on 

my own terms. 

Without the bitter We Cannot Lante the Sweet 

That same day we launched ordainwomen.org my 

grandmother posted her deep disappointment online, 

saying, ‘This is a sad day for the Church, a sad day for our 

family, and a sad day for me personally.” Many people 

had simliar negative reactions to our cause but along with 

the steady flow of hate mail that flowed in came messages 

of joy and courage. Women reached out to say that they 

had been waiting for our words and our movement their 

entire lives. I have been heartened by messages like 

these: 

“I just wanted to write and thank you, all of you who 

have been influential in getting this website started, 

for your work. I check OrdainWomen.org almost every 

day because the testimonies and stories uplift and 

encourage me.I find so much strength in the words of 

these many people, old and young, male and female 

that I’ve never even met. It is so incredible to be able 

to fellowship in that way.” 

“I have wondered what impact seeing your tearful 

dignity in the face of rigid gender politics has and will 

have on your sons and daughters. I really believe in 

my heart that they will carry the torch across the finish 

line, if Mormon women and men don’t begin quietly 

re-examining their own hearts in the coming weeks 

and months. I will hope for the latter... . You are right. 

I’m sure you know that in your hearts. Don’t give up!” 

“It may be 100 years, but as long as we are paving the 

paths for our daughters and granddaughters, I believe 

it is all worth it and I know all of you do obviously the 

way each of you has been so courageous and so brave. 

I just wanted to tell you that with all the negativity, there 

are so many people rooting all of you on and who care 

about you deeply and this movement deeply.” 

These messages of support have given me strength. 

They dilute the bitter and enshrine it in sweetness. The 

victory of the movement we have formed is embodied 

in these messages. We cling to each other and find 

feminine strength and heroes all around us. I have been 

overwhelmed at the variety of people willing to join with 

us and speak out. 

After that first day, hundreds of Mormon men and women 

have joined with us. A former bishop, a woman in her 

stake Relief Society presidency, a currently-serving 

senior couple, a sister missionary, a sixteen-year-old 

Laurel, a young man about to enter the MTC. They have 

all spoken up in support of female ordination. The lone 

and dreary world feels a lot less lonely knowing they are 

in it. 

Move Un forward 

On August 26, 2013, Ordain Women held an interfaith fast 

and service called Equal in Faith, with events both in D.C. 

and Salt Lake City. Our creative Catholic sisters of the 

Women’s Ordination Conference helped us come up with 

a Litany of Naming Ritual to celebrate women of faith. 

Each verse was read aloud, and the entire congregation 

repeated together the words “MOVE US FORWARD.” It 

was a powerful experience. 

Let us join together as equals in prayer. Let us open 

our beings to the power of truth and love, and name 

our strength and its source in the silence of our hearts. 

Together we seek equality, in the name of what is holy 

and just. 

Through our coming-together, let us bring joyful 

awareness to our sacred connections, as we journey 

side by side for equality. 

Together we lift up the names and stories of our 

foremothers,so that we might know grace, find courage, 

and proclaim a vision of justice. May their stories bring 

us the strength to move forward—and be a movement 

for change. We share the names of these women now, 

as we name ourselves as their descendants. 
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As Mormons we contributed the following verses to the 

ritual: 

Emma Hale Smith and Eliza R. Snow, president and 

prophetess, you gave Mormon women a voice from 

the founding of the Church, you modeled for us the 

pattern of revelation and spoke about our Heavenly 

Mother, you established the Women’s Relief Society, 

and you were ordained into the highest priesthood. 

EMMA AND ELIZA, MOVE US FORWARD. 

Emmeline B. Wells, you led the Relief Society as 

president, published a Mormon suffragist periodical, 

the Woman’s Exponent, and wrote forcefully about 

women’s rights; and Martha Hughes Cannon, you also 
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advocated tirelessly for women’s rights and suffrage, 

and, as a practicing physician, you were the first female 

state senator elected in the United States, defeating 

your husband, who was also on the ballot. EMMELINE 

AND MARTHA, MOVE US FORWARD. 

To those verses I now add: 

Mother Eve, with wisdom and resolution you took a 

bold step into the unknown. You moved past shame 

to fully embrace your vision. You not only gave us life, 

but also taught us what it means to fully live one. You 

continue to fill us courage and strength. MOTHER EVE, 

MOVE US FORWARD. 

s, New Haven, Connecticut 
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I believe many women today already have priestess power—and even use it—but are usually unaware 

and almost universally unacknowledged when they do. 

By Elizabeth Hammond « Seoul, South Korea 

“The errand of angels is given to women 

And this is a gift that as sisters we claim.” 

“Priesthood” incorporates two dimensions: the power 

to administer (hold office) and the power to minister 

(bless). In the modern Church, men largely use 

administrative priesthood to manage the institution and 

perform ordinances. Female administrative priesthood is 

exercised in callings under a male leader’s priesthood 

keys. 

Though there is flexibility and leeway in how a priest 

executes his duties, those duties are nonetheless guided 

by pre-scripted forms: set tasks, set wording, and set 

activities. With the gravitas of recorded service, ritualistic 

practice, and public legitimacy that the priest enjoys, 

what can we make of the activities of the sisters? Is there 

such a thing as priestesshood? 

The Abrahamic covenant, which we carry as the modern 

covenant Israel, promises that we as couples shall be 

kings and queens, priests and priestesses, and Heavenly 

Fathers and Mothers of eternal generations. Our ultimate 

destiny as women is to become like Heavenly Mother and 

wield our power like she does. Her power as a creator 

is unquestioned (motherhood), but her manner of ruling 

(as Queen) and her power (as Priestess) remain unclear. 

We do know, however, that on earth the greatest powers 

anyone, male or female, can access are those obtained 

not through ordination, but through the temple ceremony 

in an ‘““endowment of power from on high.” It is in the 

temple where women are given the “garment of the holy 

priesthood,” where women receive priesthood robes 

and signs, and where women administer in priesthood 

ordinances including the female initiatories and the true 

order of prayer. Marriage itself is an order of priesthood 

(Doctrine and Covenants 131), and female priesthood 

in mortality is rooted in the co-priesthood we hold (or 

will hold) as creator couples. Thus the highest orders of 

priesthood in Mormon theology must be held by man and 

woman together, and they are exercised in the temple, in 

the creation of families, and in the administration of the 

home. 

I posit that the endowment ceremony gifts women 

a priestesshood by conferral. This is different from 

an ordained priesthood with its offices, rituals, and 

institutional forms. Ordained priesthood is insufficient 

for God’s designs. Men and women need their endowed 

power as well. Though temple power is rarely spoken 

of as priestesshood, historically it was only endowed 

men and women who were recognized as wielding 

“the fullness of the priesthood.” Thus, I believe many 

women today already have priestess power—and even 

use it—but are usually unaware and almost universally 

unacknowledged when they do. What manner of power is 

this priestesshood? 

Though we lack details, the nature of mortal priestesshood 

was communicated in the restored Church in Nauvoo, 

both during the meetings of the Anointed Quorum and in 

Joseph Smith’s lectures to the newly formed Nauvoo Relief 

Society. The men and women of the Anointed Quorum 

administered temple affairs and engaged in the true 

order of prayer on behalf of the Saints. The Nauvoo Relief 

Society was qualitatively different from the modern Relief 

Society, where priesthood was discussed and practiced 
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in their meetings. During one meeting, Joseph Smith 

confirmed the sisters’ right to heal by laying on hands, 

and even “turned the keys” to them. I have pondered this, 

and believe that Joseph Smith gave some keys of power 

to the women of the Church to use in exercising their own 

priestesshood, outside of the priestly domain. 

As I have investigated how to use my power and my 

possible keys, I have looked to the Savior Jesus Christ 

for clarity. Jesus appointed apostles, gained followers, 

and instituted ordinances—all matters associated 

with administrational priesthood and with institutional 

authority. Yet these are but a small part of His legacy. Many 

men have started and administered in churches. What set 

Jesus apart, the true power he had to transform the world, 

was in his miracles, teachings, and unconditional love. In 

short, the true power of Christ was found in his ministerial 
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priesthood. Acts of service and ministry may sound fluffy 

compared to the quantifiable, financed, and recorded 

institution managed by administerial priesthood, but if 

one could choose to be ministered to or administered to, 

what people will usually need is Christian ministry. 

Ministerial priestesshood is, I believe, the divinely- 

designated calling of women. Women have long done the 

works of Christ. Women visit the outcasts. Women heal. 

Women tap spiritual manifestations, speak in tongues, 

interpret, discern, prophecy, reveal, bless, and call down 

the power of heaven to comfort themselves and others 

around them. Jesus’s most celebrated attributes were 

those that are classically feminine—he is not renowned 

for his many sons, his skill in battle, or his reign over 

kingdoms. He was known for his inspiring words, for 

touching hearts, for working miracles, for unconditional 

“A Mother’s Love” by Lynde Mott, Pleasant Grove, Utah | Winner of the Heavenly Mother Contest 



love, for his vulnerability even unto death, and for his 

strength to overcome even unto eternal life. And Jesus 

kept the sacred company of women. As sisters, we are 

invited to share and enact this legacy with the power we 

carry. 

‘Male priesthood builds the Kingdom 

of God by wards, stakes, and regions. 

Female priesthood builds It one soul 

at a time. 

Male priesthood builds the Kingdom of God by wards, 

stakes, and regions. Female priesthood builds it one 

soul at a time. Male priesthood provides structure and 

continuity, administering via one-size-fits-all renditions 

of prayer, ritual, and practice, but the priestess visits the 

home, feeds the body and the soul, gains trust, comforts as 

no other can, and loves unconditionally without concern 

for office or past sin. She sees the worth of souls. She 

heals, to some degree, any afflicted person she seeks to 

aid, and reminds them by her holy presence and deeds 

that Christ is in the world, for it is Christ’s great works she 

emulates. 

In contrast to male priesthood, the priestesshood is 

practiced outside of oversight, without a script, without 

rules, and without specific forms. There are no statistics 

to keep and no hierarchy to navigate. The priestess is 

an individual agent, guided by the Spirit alone, who is 

her companion by right. Outside of supervisors and 

institutional limitations, the priestess practices with pure 

intent. She is unmotivated by the public eye, by politics, 

or by the recognition of men, so she is much more 

likely than the priest to avoid abuses of her power. Her 

audience is her God and this ensures her authenticity, 

enforcing her worthiness to practice her priestess 

power. The priest offers stability in the gospel, and the 

priestess brings the flexibility to ensure every need is 

met. They complement each other, and God needs both 

to accomplish his designs. 

“How vast is our purpose 

How broad is our mission” 

At this moment in time, women are not instructed that their 

ministrations are manifestations of priestesshood. Sisters 

are not taught to think of themselves as priestesses. This 

was not always so. I have spoken to sisters who are old 

enough to remember the not-too-distant days when 

women gave mothers’ blessings by laying on hands, and 

I have read about women anointing others to heal them. 

However, I also know that even without institutional 

recognition, women continue to practice priestesshood 

in its classic forms, though quietly. I know a mother who 

blessed her children before leaving them to fly across 

the world for a business trip. I know a young woman who 

administered a blessing to an eighty-year-old member 

of her ward because she felt prompted to do so, and the 

grandmother’s response was, “I remember.” I have a 

good friend who has told me of her revelations of days to 

come, when sisters will pour forth on the earth as spiritual 

healers, smearing balm on the aching hearts of God’s 

children everywhere. I know of women who have enacted 

miracles. Often, these women (and the men and children 

around them) do not see these things as an expression of 

Priestesshood, but they are. 

Imagine if we saw our power as priestesshood. Imagine, 

if when sisters came visit teaching to our homes, we 

could desire of them a blessing? Would a woman be 

able to approach a priestess for help in ways she cannot 

approach a priest? Would a women be able to approach 

a priestess for things she could not ask of a priest? Of 

course. If we thought of ourselves as priestesses when we 

visited new mothers, or brought casseroles to the sick, 

or participated in any kind of service, would we imbue it 

with more power than we currently do? Of course. 

We do not use the language of priestesshood in our 

wards or over podiums. Yet we can claim it as our own. 

We can extend ourselves callings and appoint ourselves 

rituals. We can imagine ourselves in priestly robes when 

entering the home of a family who needs us. For we are 

the hands of Christ, and we are daughters of God, and we 

are to to be Eternal Mothers and High Priestesses in the 

Celestial Worlds. 

Iimplore thee, dear sister, when next you cross a looking 

glass, to gaze on the countenance of a priestess, and to 

name her thus. 
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May I testify to the power of receiving an unsought calling? | By Stephen Carter e Orem, Utah 

Over the past five years, I’ve been altered. 

It’s difficult to talk about this change, though. As a 

Mormon male, I’m used to talking about grand things: the 

plan of salvation, the marvelous work and wonder; the 

stone cut from the mountain. When I thought about my 

life, I did so in the terms my patriarchal blessing gave 
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me:I was among the elect; I would be a leader; I would be 

respected in my profession. 

But that language did not prepare me for what happened 

five years ago. 

Simply put, my wife and I conceived a child. 

“Ruach Elohim” by Linda Hoffman Kimball, Evanston, Illinois 



Unsimply put, our lives had to change utterly. 

We had recently completed our PhD programs. My wife 

was teaching, our two boys were in school, and I had 

just started working from home as an editor. How could 

we accommodate this new soul? How could we start 

the child-rearing process all over again? How could we 

continue building our lives? 

After some discussion, we decided that I would juggle 

my job with taking care of the baby. I’d stay home with 

her: work while she napped, while the boys played with 

her, or while my wife was home. Being the oldest of nine 

children, I had the diaper-changing, formula-making, 

spit-up-cleaning skills I needed. 

Those years as a stay-at-home dad were like living ina 

snow globe. I inhabited a still, small, peaceful world. And 

in the middle of it, wriggling at my knees, lay a miracle. 

Consciousness gathering mote by mote in those dark 

blue eyes. Facial muscles building strength and nuance. 

Voice chirping a bright new song. 

I discovered that a sleeping infant possesses an 

unparalleled beauty, and that the most important thing 

in the world is to soak that splendor into your soul before 

it evaporates. I also discovered that a conscious infant 

is an extraordinary world, illuminating itself gesture by 

gesture, sound by sound, look by look. This progression 

must also be witnessed. It must be remembered and 

retold, committed to the deepest rooms of the heart. 

Do you want to see how the universe began? Do you want 

to see how it grew? Watch an infant. Steep in the revelation 

of her being. For years. 

However, the gravity of this child was voracious. It cut me 

off from most of the world. I had to build my life inside 

a tiny circle, and even that circumscribed existence was 

not my own. At any moment, the whole room could be 

shaken, the snow could fly, and I could become lost. 

Being male, I didn’t have access to many of the networks 

a stay-at-home mom usually has. The ladies in my ward 

benignly ignored me, trained by Mormon culture to 

avoid any kind of private contact with an adult male. 

So I wandered the neighborhood with my daughter, 

examining rocks, shouting down stormwater grates, 

collecting leaves, disturbing dogs. I spent months 

following this exquisite being while the world around me 

blurred into white noise. 

Despite the hours I put into my daughter on a daily basis, 

I worried that I was still somehow messing things up. How 

can I possibly be doing this right: don’t you have to be 

born for this job? Don’t you need some kind of special 

power? Some kind of calling? 

Can a male even do this? 

‘| have heard that priesthood Is 

reserved for men, as motherhood 

for women. Was it ‘motherhood’ that 

| experienced? | did not seek it out. | 

was not trained Tor it. | never imagine 

tulfilling such a role alling In 

the truest sense of the word: it sought 

me. possessed me, broke me, and 

made me anew. 

I have heard that priesthood is reserved for men, and 

motherhood for women. Was it “motherhood” that I 

experienced? I did not seek it out. 1 was not trained for it. 

I never imagined fulfilling such a role. It was a calling in 

the truest sense of the word: it sought me, possessed me, 

broke me, and made me anew. 

May I testify to the power of receiving an unsought 

calling? May I recommend that the gates be opened so 

that such a calling can transform the soul of anyone who 

is willing to accept it, no matter their gender? 

Because sometimes the impossible opens its arms. Anew 

creature finds you. An unknown hand knocks at your door. 
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GLOBAL ZION 

A PLACE AT THE TABLE BEHIND DOORS 

Baptism invites all of us to develop faith through prayer and by feeling the Spirit. If all may feel and be 

guided by the Spirit, then why aren't all invited to sit at the table of leadership? Why are the insights 

of half of the membership of the Church not valid at the table behind the office doors? 

By EFH « Alexandria, Virginia 

I was taught the doctrine of Christ during a cold, bitter 

winter in Albania in the early 1990s. The Church was new 

and the first two girl missionaries in the country rented 

the apartment next door to mine. It was my first encounter 

in person with the capitalist people, the ones who I had 

been taught economically and politically suppress and 

starve the working class and only think of making money. 

My curiosity about them was at the highest peak. Every 

time the two girl missionaries ran into me, they would say, 

“Mire?” (short for “How are you?’’). ‘Oh, they speak to the 

working class. I must meet them,” I thought. It took a few 

more weeks and a power outage in their apartment for us 

to be introduced properly Albanian style (which means 

people in their pajamas helping strangers late at night). 

This event made both sides relaxed. And it was easy to 

relax—they were young, beautiful, warm and unable to 

speak much Albanian—a great learning opportunity to 

discover the mean capitalist people. Over the months, I 

taught them Albanian early in the morning before going 

to school and in the evenings they taught me the gospel. 

They taught me that there is a mother in heaven, which 

I initially thought must be a mistake in their Albanian 

because this concept was very foreign to me. Then | 

realized, “Ah, it is true. You are saying what you mean. This 

is the best news of all! I am a child of Heavenly Parents 

who love me and there is a plan of salvation!” That was it! 

I became a feminist and a member of the LDS Church in 

one baptism. I did not know it at the time, but it was these 

two American girls that taught me I had value because I 

was a child of God; I was special because I was a girl and 

my gender had a divine origin. 

I learned from my conversion that God is perfect and He 

exists in a partnership with a divine goddess equal to Him 

in glory and wisdom. However, with time I noticed that 

even though I was taught that there is a Heavenly Mother, 

I could not speak of Her; that even though my conversion 

was based on feeling the guidance of the spirit, somehow 

it lost some validity when discussing decisions with 

priesthood holders. As time passed, I felt that I was led 

to believe that I had a divine role as a young woman and 
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that I was powerful as a daughter of Heavenly Parents and 

yet, I couldn’t sit at the table behind office doors of the 

Church. 

I learned more about the culture of my new religious 

community when I moved to Utah to pursue my studies 

and was disappointed to see how much it resembled the 

general attitude toward women in Albania. In Albania 

after World War II, the government financed many female 

students to study in a variety of professional fields in 

order to rebuild their war-torn country. They were sent 

on full scholarships to the best universities the Eastern 

Bloc had at the time so that they could become the film 

producers, doctors, engineers, and scientists that the 

country needed. They worked by their male colleagues’ 

sides and Albania eradicated malaria, built its first 

railway system, established a comprehensive health 

sector to meet the needs of the population, and created 

the first university in the country within twenty-five years 

of the end of the war. However, women’s successful public 

lives did not match their private ones. At home they were 

supposed to be silent and obedient wives and daughters 

of their husbands and other family patriarchs. 

This resembled the culture of the LDS Church in my mind. 

The women are visible in the public relations sphere of 

the church where missionary work is expected, service 

projects are planned, and meals are prepared and 

distributed. Nevertheless, in the private sphere of LDS 

Church administration, women are found unsuitable to 

sit at the table behind closed doors and provide input 

on the curriculum, policies, traditions, and regulations 

regarding Church members or themselves. 

I made a decision to leave behind my previous religion, 

culture, and many rituals that bind a family and community 

together. That is a big step in one’s life. When one converts 

to a new church and religion, whether with her family or 

not, she becomes an outcast, on some level, from her 

previous community. However, this doesn’t matter as 

long as the new convert is fully integrated in the new 

community. Yet, it is impossible to feel fully integrated in 
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anew community when one is limited in role and in scope 

because of her gender; when the new culture does not 

provide the comfort and the purpose the gospel does. On 

the contrary, its cultural practices seem to be remnants 

of historical attitudes toward women rather than divine 

reflections of the gospel. 

That is why I understand the anger, the wisdom, the 

compassion, and the passion of my sisters behind Ordain 

Women. The movement is pointing out that women have 

a voice that has been missing for too long and for no 

reason. I understand that many women do not feel that 

way. And that is okay. We, as LDS members, should not 

expect to have the same lived experiences in our wards 

and in our marriages and arrive at the same conclusions 

just because we share the same gospel. The universe 

of human experience is continuously evolving and 

unfolding. The way we perceive, interpret, and verbalize 

our experiences can only make it more diverse. Uniformity 

in thought should not exist in healthy communities. 

Personally, I am not certain that ordaining women to the 

priesthood is the right or the only way to address the 

unfair treatment of women in the Church. My feeling is 

that it is one of many solutions to this matter. But I do 

believe that the female voice and perspective demands 

the attention of the LDS Church administration. It is not 

the male members that pay tithing; it is the families that 

devote one tenth of their monthly resources and give it 

to the LDS Church. It is not the bishops, stake presidents, 

and other ecclesiastical leaders that make time for their 

callings; it is their families that compensate for their 

husband’s and father’s absence at home. Women need 

to sit at the table behind office doors because they work 

for the Church directly through their callings and by 

providing the colossal support their husbands need in 

order to fulfill their callings. They are half of the world’s 

population, most likely the majority of members in the 

LDS Church, an equal partner in their families, and the 

mothers of the future generations. They work in all fields 

of life by men’s side with the same integrity and talent. 

Their voices, perspectives and insights have value for 

society’s progress. Priesthood is an official authority 

to serve using the power of God, but does not provide 

grounds for the male LDS membership to represent 

female perspectives and concerns and find solutions on 

their behalf without serious and active consultation with 

women themselves. 

I believe LDS women lack Church-wide leadership 

roles not because they do not have the priesthood, but 

because their priestesshood is not recognized. I often 

hear, “Oh, we do not know much about this issue. God 

has not revealed much.” Then let’s replace the silence 

around Heavenly Mother with worship and discussion 

about Her divine nature and role. Let’s give scope and 

authority to the spiritual and religious role of women in 

the LDS Church so they can start actively participating in 

meetings and writing manuals and proclamations without 

the hypocrisy of simply signing them before they are 

announced in church. In the absence of revelation, why 

choose to ostracize them instead of making room for their 

potential, commitment, faith, and talent to shape their 

communities? Isn’t the gospel of Christ about inclusion 

and purpose rather than invisibility and silence? 

I was taught the gospel of Christ by two American LDS girl 

missionaries during a cold winter in Albania years ago. 

They taught me about my Heavenly Mother. Since then, 

I have been baptized, blessed, led and presided over by 

men. Although they have done it in a beautiful and loving 

way for which I am always grateful, I want to explore my 

spiritual potential as a daughter of a Heavenly Mother and 

Father and live the gospel according to my testimony and 

not according to the historical and traditional remnants of 

a culture that is not mine and not better than mine. 

I am a convert, I am a daughter of Heavenly Parents, I 

resemble my Heavenly Mother, and I have a voice and a 

purpose in the public and private sphere of my society 

and church. I think there is a chair for me at the table 

behind doors. 
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WOMEN’S THEOLOGY 

AN EGALITARIAN PRIESTHOOD 
I believe the idea that men and women have different moral attributes is incompatible with the 

egalitarian belief that all are equal before God in worth and in eternal potential because the godly 

attributes we seek to acquire are not inherently gendered. 

By Emily Parker Updegraff « Skokie, Illinois 

The role of women in the Church is a continual discussion 

for Latter-day Saints that has recently escalated. Over 

the past ten years many blogs about women have 

appeared, websites focusing on LDS women have arisen, 

and Ordain Women has made it possible for people to 

publicly state their support for women’s ordination.! 

In addition, over the last five years there has been, on 

average, one talk focused on women at each of the 

Church’s Semiannual General Conferences.? Each of 

these talks promotes the idea that women and men have 

inherently different attributes bestowed on them by God, 

which necessitate and prepare them for different roles in 

life and in the eternities. This separate-but-equal premise 

is the cornerstone concept in apologist explanations 

for male-only priesthood ordination. I believe the idea 

that men and women have different moral attributes is 

incompatible with the egalitarian belief that all are equal 

before God in worth and in eternal potential because the 

godly attributes we seek to acquire are not inherently 

gendered. 

The internet-centered efforts mentioned above arose, in 

part, out of the tension inherent in Church teachings that 

say women and men are equal while at the same time 

saying gender dictates one’s role and even one’s moral 

characteristics. Recent General Conference talks attempt 

to mitigate this tension by effusively praising women’s 

contributions, by describing roles for women that don’t 

involve priesthood, and ultimately by promoting the 

“complementary” construct. Unlike egalitarianism, 

which holds that all people are equal before God 

and have equal responsibility to use their divine 
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gifts without respect to gender or other differences, 

complementarianism holds that women and men have 

different but complementary roles and responsibilities 

in the family and in the Church. While all the General 

Conference talks mentioned above either explicitly or 

implicitly embrace complementariansm, I would like 

to specifically respond to Elder Christofferson’s talk 

because, more so than any other, it forcefully promotes 

the idea that women and men are inherently different in 

their moral composition. 

Using the words “uniquely beneficial,’ “influence 

unequaled,’ “certain virtue,” and “unique gifts,” he argues 

for a moral authority that is uniquely feminine. Indeed, the 

moral authority of women must necessarily be different 

from that of men if it is unique and unequalled. However, a 

careful reading of the talk produces a list of virtues, gifts, 

and influences that are not the sole purview of women. 

‘The problem with arguing for the 

particular moral authority ot women 

is that when the inevitable task of 

describing it arises, the defining 

characteristics of that moral authority 

always transcend gender. 

For example, Elder Christofferson said women are “adept 

at instilling such qualities as faith, courage, empathy, and 

refinement.” Mentioning these traits was as close as he 

came to defining a moral authority of women, but they 



are not female characteristics any more than they are 

male characteristics. I accept that women can be adept 

at cultivating godly characteristics and helping othzers 

acquire them, but lived experience and moral intuition 

tell me that men can be equally good at these things. The 

problem with arguing for the particular moral authority 

of women is that when the inevitable task of describing it 

arises, the defining characteristics of that moral authority 

always transcend gender. 

In their book The God Who Weeps: How Mormonism Makes 

Sense of Life, Terryl and Fiona Givens make a case that God 

and humanity share a moral language. This rang deeply 

true to me. Rather than living in a universe where God’s 

ways are unknowable because we have a different moral 

vocabulary available to us, the Givenses write, “It makes 

little sense to recognize in our conscience a reliable guide 

to what is virtuous, lovely, and praiseworthy in the world 

where God has placed us, while suggesting He inhabits a 

different moral universe. It makes little sense to insist He 

endowed us with an intuitive grammar of right and wrong, 

while He himself speaks a different moral language.” If 

God gave humankind a moral intuition that allows us to 

recognize godliness, then it would make little sense for 

God to create female children with an inherently distinct 

moral lexicon from male children. 

In my view, Latter-day Saints face a profound theological 

struggle when we speak about gender. On one hand we 

are taught gender is eternal, with the accompanying 

assumption that there are separate genders for good 

reason, and that the genders differ in important ways that 

make it possible for one to complement and complete the 

other. But on the other hand we believe that each person’s 

eternal purpose is to accrete godly attributes that slowly 

mature us from weak and fallible mortals into perfected 

beings. And I simply cannot think of a single godly 

attribute that is gender-specific. To be sure, we humans 

are more than the sum of our parts. But if gendered traits 

are so fundamentally important to our natures, shouldn't 

it be possible to identify what those gendered traits are? 

In his talk, Elder Christofferson is doing what many 

Church leaders have done, which is to make an honest 

and well-intended attempt at expounding on what 

makes the two genders different in their souls. He quotes 

President Margaret D. Nadauld as saying women should 

be tender, kind, refined, faithful, good, and virtuous. 

Elder Christofferson follows this quote with the words, 

“In blurring feminine and masculine differences, we lose 

the distinct, complementary gifts of women and men that 

together produce a greater whole.” But was not Christ 

tender, kind, refined, faithful, good, virtuous, and much 

more? Surely these are not feminine characteristics, but 

rather are godly characteristics. 

I am not in a position to solve this theological quandary. 

But I think we as a Church need to be more aware that 

it exists and to use more caution when we make facile 

declarations about the differences between women and 

men. I think we would be better served by talking about 

the welfare of families and building Zion than by making 

certain we don’t forget that women and men are different. 

After arguing for a moral authority of women, Elder 

Christofferson mentions three things that threaten it: 

the devaluation of homemaking, the relaxing of sexual 

standards, and the erasure of differences between the 

masculine and the feminine. I would like to respond to 

each of them. 

First, I appreciated that Elder Christofferson included 

fatherhood in his praise of home life, and this part of his 
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talk could be summarized by the well-known phrase 

of the prophet David O. McKay, “No other success 

can compensate for failure in the home.” However, 

the message was unfortunately framed in terms of a 

response to feminism of bygone day, and showed a lack 

of understanding of modern feminism. Modern feminists, 

and particularly modern LDS feminists, do not hold 

homemaking in contempt. Many of us are both feminists 

and homemakers. Further, while the feminism ofthe 1960s 

and 1970s strongly focused on improving the economic 

security of women through improved work opportunities, 

modern feminism seeks more to support women in their 

personal choices and to reduce barriers women face 

in making meaningful choices. When feminists turn an 

eye of contempt toward something, it is most likely to be 

traditions or structures that put constraints on women 

that their male counterparts do not face, not the “mommy 

track,” as Elder Christofferson suggested. Incidentally, 

“mommy track” is a term coined by the New York Times 

in 1989 to describe a career path “in which women with 

family responsibilities are shunted into dead-end, lower- 

paying jobs.” It has nothing to do with freely chosen 

stay-at-home motherhood, but rather describes a path of 

paid employment. 

It is true that homemaking and parenting are often 

exhausting, repetitive, and thankless. The occasional 

General Conference talk that reminds us of the 

importance and meaning of this work is welcome to most 

women, and most feminists, especially when it’s given 

with humor and empathy. A reminder that ‘some [insert 

noun]’ view homemaking with outright contempt” is less 

welcome and less helpful. 

The second threat to women’s moral authority that Elder 

Christofferson sees is a shift toward “equal-opportunity 

promiscuity,” in which women and girls are expected 

to be as promiscuous as men are apparently inclined 

to be. He sees a past in which “once women’s higher 

standards demanded commitment and responsibility 

from men,” but without women holding the bar high, we 

now have “sexual relations without conscience, fatherless 

families, and growing poverty.’ He is not wrong about the 

growing numbers of single mothers, who are more likely 

to be poor than married women. But these are complex 

matters, and to suggest that the high standards of women 

were the main force in controlling past sexual behavior is 

simplistic, if not simply wrong. The Church teaches that 
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sexual immorality is damaging to all our souls in that it 

sets us apart from God’s will, and in this sense it does 

degrade moral authority. Insofar as it does, it degrades 

the moral authority of anyone, man or woman. 

Finally, Elder Christofferson believes that women’s moral 

authority cannot survive if women adopt masculine 

traits such as being aggressive, tough, confrontational, 

and violent. But the reason these traits undermine moral 

authority is because they are ungodly, not because they 

are masculine. In addition, these words can have more 

than one meaning; for example, we could say the pioneers 

were tough. I doubt Elder Christofferson would condemn 

a woman for standing up for a friend being cheated (a 

case where being confrontational may be appropriate), 

or for protecting herself from an attacker (a case where 

being aggressive may be needed). He is almost certainly 

concerned about women displaying these traits in ways 

that would offend the Holy Spirit. I believe he would have 

the same concern for men. If we were to create a list of 

behaviors that detract from moral authority and a list of 

behaviors than build it, the lists would be identical for 

women and for men. 

‘IT we were to create a list of behaviors 

that detract from moral authority and 

a list of behaviors than build it, the lists 

would be identical tor women and for 

men. 

To summarize, Elder Christofferson’s talk brings into 

sharp relief a theological paradox that sits quietly in 

the background of every Latter-day Saint discourse 

on gender. In attempting to define a moral authority of 

women he inadvertently demonstrates the difficulty of 

explaining why gender matters at all in topics of morality 

and spiritual development. 

In a 1986 Priesthood Session, President Ezra Taft Benson 

challenged his audience to become like the Savior by 

acquiring godly attributes.* He said, “The process of 

adding one godly attribute to another, as described 

by Peter, becomes the key to gaining this knowledge 

that leads to Eternal life.” The process he mentioned 

comes from 2 Peter 1:5-7, where Peter lists faith, virtue, 

knowledge, temperance, patience, godliness, kindness, 



and charity as the things that will make us more like God. 

And in case it needed to be made explicit, President 

Benson added, “Though I am speaking to you priesthood 

holders, the same admonition applies to the women of 

the Church as well as to the men.” As Peter made clear 

and President Benson repeated, the attributes that bring 

us toward our common eternal purpose of becoming like 

God are not masculine or feminine, they are simply good 

and holy. 

Perhaps further revelation will show how eternal gender 

fits into the paradigm of reaching for godliness. But given 

what is currently visible in the light we have so far been 

granted, it seems there is no moral authority of women, and 

no moral authority of men. All moral authority is alike unto 

God because it comes from God, of co-equal Heavenly 

Parents who possess indistinguishable, fully developed 

divine attributes. As the Church moves forward into the 

twenty-first century I hope our leaders and members will 

become more aware of the apparent paradox of eternal 

gender matched with godly attributes that transcend 

gender, and will question how ordination based on 

gender can be reconciled with the equality of all people.’ 

I believe the way to unlock this paradox is to absorb the 

understanding that godly attributes are independent 

of gender. This understanding will ultimately lead to 

egalitarian priesthood ordination because co-equal 

Heavenly Parents, equal in their perfected attributes, 

equal in power, and equal in holiness, have created co- 

equal sons and daughters. If women’s and men’s eternal 

development points toward equality, there is no reason 

not to strive for equality in all areas of the Church. Let us 

practice now what we are headed for in the eternities. 

NOTES: 

1The Mormon Women Project (www.mormonwomen.com) 

began in January 2010. Women Advocating for Voice & Equality 

(WAVE) (www.ldswave.org) began in September 2010. 

Ordain Women (www.ordainwomen.org) began in April 2013. 

Aspiring Mormon Women (www.aspiringmormonwomen. 

org) began in June 2013. 

2 lidentified these talks as being primarily about women. It is 

not necessarily a complete list. 

* D. Todd Christofferson, “The Moral Force of Women,’ October 

2013. 

* Elaine S. Dalton, “We Are Daughters of Our Heavenly Father,” 

April 2013. 

* Julie B. Beck, “The Vision of the Prophets Regarding Relief 

Society: Faith, Family, Relief,’ April 2012. 

¢ Elaine S. Dalton, “Love Her Mother,” October 2011. 

* Quentin L. Cook, “LDS Women Are Incredible,” April 2011. 

+ Julie B. Beck, “And upon the Handmaids in Those Days Will I 

Pour Out My Spirit,” April 2010. 

* M. Russell Ballard “Mothers and Daughters,” April 2010. 

- L.Tom Perry, “Mothers Teaching Children in the Home,” April 

2010. 

* Bradley D. Foster, “Mother Told Me,” April 2010. 

3 For example, in “LDS Women are Incredible!” Elder Quentin 

L. Cook said, ‘““Women by divine nature have the greater gift 

and responsibility for home and children and nurturing there 

and in other settings,” and he reminded listeners of the hymn 

text “the errand of angels is given to women.” Elder Melvin J. 

Ballard, in his talk “Mothers and Daughters,” said, ‘Sisters, we, 

your brethren, cannot do what you were divinely designated 

to do from before the foundation of the world. We may try, but 

we cannot ever hope to replicate your unique gifts.” Elder D. 

Todd Christofferson, in “The Moral Force of Women,” said, “A 

mother can exert an influence unequaled by any other person 

in any other relationship.” And toward a role for women that, 

to her credit, doesn’t involve motherhood, President Julie 

B. Beck said, “Just as the Lord’s prophets have continually 

taught elders and high priests their purposes and duties, they 

have shared their vision for the sisters of the Relief Society. 

... The purposes of Relief Society are to increase faith and 

personal righteousness, strengthen families and homes, and 

seek out and help those in need” (quoted from “The Vision of 

the Prophets Regarding Relief Society: Faith, Family, Relief”). 

Finally, in “The Moral Force of Women,” Elder Christofferson 

promoted a complementary rather than egalitarian model of 

the sexes when he said, “In blurring feminine and masculine 

differences, we lose the distinct, complementary gifts of 

women and men that together produce a greater whole.” 

4 Terryl and Fiona Givens, The God Who Weeps: How Mormonism 

Makes Sense of Life (Salt Lake City: Ensign Peak, 2012), 19. 

5J. E. McCullough, “Home: The Savior of Civilization,” 

Conference Report, April 1935, 116. 

6 Tamar Lewin, “Mommy Career Track Sets Off a Furor,’ The 

New York Times, March 8, 1989. 

ZIn his original words, Elder Christofferson said, ‘Some 

feminist thinkers view homemaking with outright contempt, 

arguing it demeans women and that the relentless demands 

of raising children are a form of exploitation. They ridicule 

what they call the ‘mommy track’ as a career.” In the print 

version he removed, the word ‘‘feminist.” However, even with 

that word removed this part of his talk is an implicit indictment 

of feminism. 

8 Ezra Taft Benson, “Godly Characteristics of the Master,’ 

October 1986. 

9 Or, with the egalitarianism expressed by Paul in Galatians 

3:28, “There is neither Jew nor Greek, there is neither bond 

nor free, there is neither male nor female: for ye are all one in 

Christ Jesus” and by Nephi in 2 Nephi 26:33, “He denieth none 

that come unto him, black and white, bond and free, male and 

female ...and all are alike unto God, both Jew and Gentile.” 
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I’m in the fourth grade, reading comic books, relics from 

someone’s garage sale. The villains on the stale pages are 

fond of shouting “Gott im Himmel!” at every opportunity. 

I’m no German speaker myself, but even a dummkopf 

can deduce that that is a terrible profanity. “Gott im 

Himmel!”—I shouldn’t even be reading it silently. On 

the other hand, don’t nouns in German have their own 

gender? Perhaps, I reason, “Gott” is differently-gendered 

in German. Maybe “Gott” is a neuter (whatever that is) 

and therefore I can read “Gott im Himmel” without taking 

His name in vain. Maybe I can even whisper the words 

under my breath and not be, in any technical sense, 

breaking a commandment. Yes, God is aman, but “Gott”... 

well, who can say? “Gott im Himmel” becomes my go-to 

oath, my curse for all seasons. As far as I’m concerned, I 

have found a loophole: Gott might be a woman; ergo, it is 

not a swear word. 

A little knowledge is a dangerous thing, and who 

exemplifies this better than I, who know very, very little? 

EXPONENT II 

I’m spacing out in Junior Sunday School, where the 

sacrament is being passed to us by impossibly mature 

twelve-year-olds. I absently notice the tag on the pants 

of the deacon sidestepping down my row—it has a 

puppy stitched into it. I look for adorable animals on the 

backsides of other sacrament-passers. Then something 

fresh occurs to me, and I scan the room. Holy cow, by my 

calculations every person who is passing the sacrament 

is a boy. 1 rewind a few years’ worth of mental tape and 

realize that everyone I have ever witnessed passing 

the sacrament has been, without exception, male. It is 

a watershed moment, this sudden understanding that I 

will never pass the sacrament. A little more knowledge is 

added to my tiny understanding of the world. Passing the 

sacrament is no job for a girl, no sir it is not. 

Why this is will never be explained to my complete 

satisfaction, but clues are dropped here and there. I am 

in the chapel, listening to a sister bear her testimony. She 

explains in a feathery, grateful voice that God loves his 

wife too much to allow her to be abused (abused?) by 

“The Revelators/Fit to Be Tied” by Chelsea Steinberg Gay, Ridgefield, Connecticut — 
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her children, so she isn’t named. We don’t pray to her, lest 

rude words flow from our mouths to her vulnerable ears. 

I look past the multitude of my siblings and eye my own 

mother, skeptically. Nursing a baby, she is as elegant as 

any person has a right to be. She, in her long dress, is 

the very model of Mormon femininity. Graceful, lovely, 

serene. And yet her judgment is swift and mighty. In the 

face of any insubordination, she will dispense a fearsome 

smackdown. Oh yeah, “abuse” is administered from on 

high in our household, and at the discretion of our mother. 

Who has a name: Mom. (She has another name, too—it is 

Ellen and if you call her that, you are in serious trouble 

and will definitely deserve the smiting visited upon your 

head by her quick hand. Why is Mother in Heaven such 

a wuss?) 

More questions arise when the plot is inevitably 

thickened by adolescence. I’m a Mia Maid, blossoming 

(or not) like the rose that is the symbol of my cohort, the 

other fourteen- and fifteen-year-old girls. We’re doing 

fundraisers in anticipation of a stake youth temple trip. It’s 

a six-hour drive to the Washington, D.C. temple, and there 

are buses to rent and hotel rooms to pay for. It’s quite a 

financial commitment—the Young Women surely work as 

hard as the Young Men to come up with some cash. I’m as 

excited as anyone. It will be my first time doing baptisms 

for the dead. We’re all stoked. It’s gonna be wicked good. 

In fact, it is the exact opposite of wicked good. Because, 

when we arrive at the temple, we are given to understand 

‘continue to hold the priest 

- women using the priesthoc 

that any girls who are having their periods will not be 

allowed to do the baptisms. Several Beehives, Mia Maids 

and Laurels are culled out and partitioned off from the rest 

of us. Wow, the tears. The unspeakable embarrassment. 

The knowing that although I have not hit this particular 

threshold of puberty yet, it will be a cold day in hell 

before I admit in front of the ENTIRE stake that I’m on 

the rag and therefore impure. Gott im Himmel, I will let 

our rented bus run over my head a hundred times before 

I do that. (How do you disguise such a bloody disaster 

inside the temple, which is probably as white as a brand 

new sanitary napkin? I have no idea, but I’ll deal with it 

when the day comes. Thank Gott im Himmel that day is 

not now.) 

Later it is discovered that some of the boys in our stake 

have smoked a bit of weed that they allegedly “found” 

when we visited the Smithsonians a day earlier. So the 

work for the dead is performed by boys, some high and 

some not, and non-menstruating girls. My knowledge is 

really adding up, now! 

College (okay, BYU) turns out to be less a pursuit of 

wisdom and more a series of WTH moments, strung 

together like weird beads on an uneasy thread. Every 

single class my freshman year is taught by a man; the 

devotionals are given by men; my student ward is 

presided over by, obviously, men. Nascent questioning 

of authority, fanned to an almost visible spark after four 

years of high school, is reduced to zero once I hit Provo. 

My critical thinking ability shrivels to the size of a raisin. 
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It was never my strong suit to begin with. I know my 

unexamined life is not worth living, but . . . sorry, what 

were we talking about? I’m in a fog. At this institution of 

higher learning, the words “female” and “ordination” are 

as likely to be found in the same sentence as “shiny” and 

“kumquat.” Less, actually. 

Heavenly Mother will not be abused by this crowd, I can 

promise you that. 

Who at BYU will challenge my worldview with alternate 

scenarios featuring women in power? Which professor 

will engage me in a serious thought experiment where 

women, not men, are the priests? Will no one help me 

“see it” so I can “be it?” Well, there is Elouise Bell in the 

English department. I attend a lecture of hers—Gott im 

Himmel, she’s funny! I become acquainted with her rather 

famous essay, “The Meeting,” in which Mormon gender 

roles are hilariously reversed at church. This is good stuff! 

It’s just silly the way we run things, isn’t it? Silly! 

It becomes necessary to interrupt my undergraduate 

education a number of times, so that I can cross the 

finish line without losing my marbles. I take a hiatus as 

a missionary, a little junket I finance myself. Yeah, guess 

who has two thumbs and has been scrubbing people’s 

toilets to pay for her mission? This girl! The mission is 

hard work, but I rise through the ranks, running the 

gamut of callings from junior to senior companion! I’m 

instructed by a loving missionary president to focus on 

finding and teaching men who will bring their families to 

the temple and provide local priesthood leadership. This 

strikes me as eminently reasonable, and I go to it with 

a vengeance. It is fair to say that as a sister, I practically 

specialize in baptizing men. (I mean, I don’t literally 

perform the ordinance—that would be crazy.) And then 

it’s all over. I exit the mission a full six months before the 

elders in my MTC district. Back to BYU I go, much the 

same person as when I left it. 

Somehow, though, the entire thing is becoming as unreal 

as a mirage, and by “thing” I mean the Church and my 

ancillary status within it. It does not take me seriously 

(unmarried? female? what ho!) and in return, I struggle to 

take it seriously. The sands are shifting around and there’s 

no spot for me to find a toehold. A club called VOICE 

emerges on campus to address the status of women in the 

Church, and I join it, slightly abashed to get on a ship that 

sailed sometime in the sixties. Hah! How mistaken I am. 

Apparently, Ye Good Shippe “Feminism” never docked 

in Provo! There is ugly pushback to this organization 

agitating for equality, and I hear it from the nicest of guys, 

and sweetest of girls. Women hold the priesthood? Gott 

im Himmel, we can barely hold a meeting on campus. I 

buy a VOICE t-shirt, graduate, and flee. 

For the next several decades, I’mthe lukewarm churchgoer 
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who, neither cold nor hot, is about to be spewed out of the 

Lord’s mouth any minute. I start to play a private game of 

“Should I Stay or Should I Go?” that might just last forever. 

Church, I wish I knew how to quit you! But I can’t quite 

disengage, plagued as I am by the need to be with the 

people I love and to never disappoint them. My feet are 

planted on gospel sod, but I bend tropistically toward 

She-Who-Must-Not-Be-Named. Talk about awkward! 

At the ripe old age of forty-five, I move (with husband 

and children) to Utah. Now this is a surprise! I’m in the 

thick of it now, aren’t I? On a whim, I drive to Salt Lake 

City to stand in line with a group of women I’ve never 

met before, and with them ask to be allowed to attend the 

Priesthood Session of General Conference. Of course we 

are turned away. On the trip back home, I experience a 

wave of grief so intense I pull over. I have just permitted a 

complete stranger to tell me I can’t enter a building into 

which men who aren’t even members of the Church are 

welcome. This is knowledge, but I don’t understand it. I 

just don’t. Looking through a glass so darkly—Gott im 

Himmel, it hurts. 

Tell me, which prophet will open up a General Conference 

with a thundering “thus saith the Lord” and finish what 

Joseph Smith started, inviting every sister into the Order 

of the Priesthood? Has he even been born yet? I’m so 

sick of waiting. My cup doth not run over. There is no 

cup, at least not one I suspect the men would be happy 

to drink from. (It always comes back to that old litmus 

test, am I right?) People get excited about new decisions 

that are bizarrely interpreted as progress: women may 

serve missions when they’re younger (but still older than 

men), and women will have a semiannual meeting that’s 

just for them (but still presided over by men). Gratitude is 

expressed for these baby steps, but I am not grateful for 

them. They infuriate me. Shall we mince toward Heavenly 

Mother in baby steps, coming to her in half measures? 

Shall we serve her up a milquetoast sacrament? “Here, 

Mother. Here are some tiny little crumbs. We love you!” 

My daughter asks, as I put her to bed one night, why we 

don’t pray to Heavenly Mother. I freeze. She is the very 

person to question out loud all the lessons I silently 

absorbed when I was her age. Oh, I know this girl. She’ll 

hold my feet to the fire many times before she’s through! 

Not for her the dithering around of our bloggernacle 

apologists, nor the twisted alchemy that turns doctrinal 

gold of a divine Mother into brass. I’ve somehow 

stomached it, but she’ll roll her eyes and walk away. I 

know her. 

She won’t stay. 

UPB 



POETRY 

Mormon Woman 
By Sh Mehner ¢ Chicago, Illinois 

I have soft hands, a soft belly and slowly, slowly curving 

hips. I have round thighs, soft, like sifted flour. 

Though I have been told otherwise, I have never 

wanted to be anything but female. Stop trying to be a 

man! They tell me, we have enough of those. We have 

enough bishops stake presidents priesthood holders; 

know your place. Be a woman. BE AWOMAN. 

Iam! I want to shout, want to write in the stretch marks 

snaking across the belly that protected my son’s 

vulnerable body for exactly nine months and six days. 

Iam a woman. 

But the thing is [the secret is], [the truth is], there is 

power in soft thighs. Maybe so much power we are 

afraid? Afraid of what would happen to our perfectly 

ordered Mormon universe if we unleashed it? 

So we do what we're told: we don’t call on heaven in 

public [only in the whisper of prayers for our newly 

born babes], [only in the whisper of prayers for our 

sick children], [only in the whisper of prayers for our 

pregnant bellies], [only in the whisper of prayers] 

and only half the world is heard. It isn’t enough, no 

matter which way you explain it or how much you 

praise soft thighs, round bellies virtuous women—it 

isn’t enough. 

The thing is, [the secret is], [the truth is] there is power 

in soft thighs, in slowly, slowly curving hips. The truth 

is there is divinity. 

Iam a Woman and that is why my voice needs to be 

heard echoing through the universe, booming through 

the cultural hall, calling on the powers of heaven 

to heal, to sanctify, to bless. 

Iam a Woman and that is why the whisper of prayers 

will never be enough— 
yr 

By Jeremy Hunt 
Pacifica, California 

Her ineffable lips part wisdom— 

wizening the bloomed — 

and wreathed crown — 

_ of her becoming. 

From Eden's hidden bequest, 

unspoken umbral tides bedew 

the pluripotent tokens of an 

evening penumbra 

- upon her brow. 

Entwined in twilight, 

she is the mother of all living, 

foreordaining the hoar ewe 

7 descent 

from grace to grace to grace. 

She is this aboriginal crescent, 

upturned in sacral effigy. 

We each trace her lunate 

branching bough — 

and partake of her ripening 
eternal round. 
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I want to be a part of this Church, but I don’t want to do it as a woman who is expected to sit and 

wait to receive blessings, depending on men for approval and availability in everything I do. 

By Abby Hansen « Lehi, Utah 

I have been married to a wonderful, active LDS man 

who honors his priesthood for over eleven years. He 

has treated me wonderfully in every aspect of our lives 

together. He is also a member of the Army Reserves and 

has spent significant time away from me and our children 

as the result of trainings and deployments. I’ve adjusted 

to this routine of married life, and accept it as part of the 

sacrifice I make to be married to such a great man and 

live in freedom. 

A deployment caused my husband to miss the birth and 

most of the first year of our first son’s life. He deployed 

a second time when that son had just turned four, we 

had a one-year-old daughter, and I was fifteen weeks 

pregnant with our third baby. Two days after he left, I 

had a miscarriage and lost the pregnancy. I came home 

from the hospital alone and grieved. Part of my healing 

process was when two friends came over and visited me 

one evening shortly after. I don’t remember much about 

the conversation, other than feeling so safe and loved 

with these two women, both mothers and both women 

who had suffered miscarriages. I remember laughing 

and crying with them. They are still some of my closest 

friends. 

As the visit neared its end, one of these women asked me, 

“Would you like a blessing? We could have our husbands 

come over and give you one.” I remember hesitating for 

a moment. I was still bleeding and cramping, I was in my 

pajamas and had been crying, and I wasn’t sure if I felt 

up to having two men who were not my husband come 

over see me right then. On the other hand, I was really 

interested in hearing what God might have to say to me 
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at that moment, and so I said yes, I would like a blessing. 

My friends left to take over at home with their kids, and 

shortly after their husbands returned without them. While 

it felt a little awkward being alone with two men in that 

state, they gave me a sweet blessing that I am grateful 

for. I imagine my discomfort was probably surpassed 

by theirs, being asked on short notice to come alone and 

bless a married woman during such an intensely female 

time in her life. 

I didn’t consider at that time there could ever be another 

way of doing things. I now have a different point of view. 

From this new perspective I think, “How beautiful would it 

have been for my two friends, rather than their husbands, 

to have given me that blessing of healing and comfort?” 

There would have been no awkwardness, no discomfort, 

and certainly no less ability to speak the words that my 

Heavenly Parents wanted me to hear right then. 

In my ward I have found myself on the other end of this 

spectrum as well, wanting to serve and yet being limited 

by my position as a woman in our Church. My husband 

went to the hospital instead of me when my neighbor’s 

infant daughter lay within hours of her death to help 

administer a blessing. Only one of us could go to be with 

her, and it had to be him because he held the priesthood. 

How I wish I could have seen my friend and been there 

for her at that critical moment in her life. My other friend’s 

husband left her and their three children after a decade 

of marriage. I can offer her my unfailing friendship, love, 

and help in many ways, but I can’t help her bless her 

children in the middle of the night when one of them is 



“Fog on River 1” and 
bb “Fog on River 2 

by Ann Marie Whittaker 
Salt Lake City, Utah 

sick. Another friend had her first baby but decided to 

forgo blessing her because her husband was no longer a 

member and they preferred not to have someone outside 

of their family perform the blessing. 

My young neighbor who had been a child in my Nursery 

and Primary classes for several years was diagnosed 

with leukemia and went through years of chemotherapy. I 

was able to visit her at home with a Primary lesson when 

she couldn’t attend church, but I was never able to help 

bless her or bring her the sacrament. 

I watched my wonderful fourteen-year-old nephew be 

ordained a teacher by his dad just a couple of months 

ago. The ordination was at his aunt and uncle’s house, 

and the family gathered together to participate and 

celebrate. It was even postponed a half hour while he 

waited for another uncle, a truck driver who had been 

driving all day, to arrive and join the circle of men. During 

the blessing, I noticed his mom, aunts, and grandmothers 

all sitting to the side, trying to keep children quiet. I also 

noticed his equally wonderful older sister, my niece, 

standing off to the side. Where was the ritual ordinance, 

increased responsibility, and celebration for her when 

she’d turned fourteen? It felt so lopsided and unequal. 

Another friend attended her all-male disciplinary 

council years ago and was asked very inappropriate and 

intrusive questions, leading to a long period of inactivity 

afterward. I want to ensure that any future girl or woman 

who confesses a sexual sin can meet with a female 

priesthood leader and be judged by a disciplinary 

council that includes women. 

Two months ago my husband blessed our newest 

daughter in Sacrament Meeting. I wanted to be up there 

with him, even if it was just to hold her in my arms while 

he gave the blessing, as I would at home when he blesses 

a sick child. But it wasn’t allowed. I didn’t feel that longing 

with my first two babies, but something inside of me has 

changed. I still want to be a part of this Church, but I don’t 

want to do it as a woman who is expected to sit and wait 

to receive blessings, depending on men for approval and 

availability in everything I do. I want to serve and give 

those blessings. I want women to be among my leaders 

and to make decisions. I want my daughters to look up 

on the stand and see women next to men, leading and 

teaching our congregations. I want to mean it when I say 

to them, ‘You can be ANYTHING when you grow up,” and 

not have to add, “except in the Church,” when she says, “I 

want to be the prophet!” 

I want the Relief Society to be a true women’s organization, 

not an auxiliary group under the leadership of male 

priesthood holders with veto power over any of their 

decisions. I want women to preside and conduct our 

meetings. I love hearing from our male leaders at these 

meetings, but in exchange I want women to attend the 

priesthood meetings and be speakers there as well. 

In short, I want a church like the one Elder Uchtdorf 

described in October 2013 General Conference. He said, 

“Regardless of your circumstances, your personal history, 

or the strength of your testimony, there is room for you in 

this Church.” I want to belong to a church that has room 

enough, and a need for, women like me. 
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Reading this book has solidified something I have hesitated to allow myself to fully accept and act on 

before: the Church possesses a collection of incomplete tools that can help us to come closer to our 

Heavenly Parents and our divine potential, but it is not possible for the Church to offer us everything 

we seek... | By Monique Kamosi e Menlo Park, California 

“My prayer is that what follows will either stand as a 

second witness to what you already know to be true 

or propel you forward in your own journey of spiritual 

discovery” (14). 

EXPONENT II 

Ever since I attended my first Sunstone conference in 

Berkeley, California, last year, I have been sympathetic to 

the issue of women’s ordination but have not personally 

felt compelled to take up any activism. I hoped that 
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this book would offer a doctrinal explanation behind 

the prohibition of women’s ordination and that it might 

propel me to one side of the fence or the other. 

But, while Dew spends a lot of time testifying of her 

interpretation of basic gospel principles, her argument 

boils down to the idea that if we simply put in the time 

and effort to obtain a real testimony of the restored 

Church, “the Spirit [will testify] to our spirits in such 

sustained, penetrating ways that we no longer question, 

no longer doubt, and no longer entertain temptations to 

hold back from full commitment to the Lord and His work” 

(170). Having achieved this testimony as our foundation, 

we will find no reason to be troubled by the perceived 

inequalities that exist between men and women in the 

Church; we will realize that the differences between the 

two genders are divinely inspired and instituted, and that 

we are given our respective roles and responsibilities to 

aid us in developing the gifts and qualities that will best 

allow us to achieve our eternal potential. I have sought 

this testimony for a long time; I have often felt broken 

because I haven’t been blessed to receive it. 

However, I was comforted by Sister Dew’s reassurance 

that the priesthood is a difficult thing for all of us to 

comprehend, which she emphasized with a quote from 

Bruce R. McConkie: the “doctrine of the priesthood— 

unknown in the world and but little known in the church ....is 

not set forth in the sermons and teachings of the prophets 

and Apostles, except in small measure. The doctrine of 

the priesthood is only known by personal revelation” (104). 

This reaffirms that I won’t find the answers I am seeking 

in a book; I must seek them out directly from God. A 

question that was posed to Sister Dew when she was in her 

twenties felt profoundly relevant throughout my reading: 

“Have you asked the Lord to teach you what it feels like 

when He’s communicating with you through the Holy 

Ghost?” (58). Failing to recognize this communication 

consistently has been a source of frustration and anxiety 

throughout my life both in and out of the Church. If I take 

nothing else away from this book, her encouragement to 

pursue this desire in my prayers may prove useful to my 

understanding and I am grateful for it. 

Although there were a few moments such as the one 

above that left me uplifted and inspired, the exclusive 

use of masculine descriptions of deity and the emphasis 

on the eternal and divine nature of gender gnawed at 

me fiercely throughout the book. Sister Dew asserts 

that ‘embedded in our spirits is the need to become 

more like our Father and His Son.” (34) I couldn’t stop 

wondering: if our roles and functions as men and women 

are so different, then shouldn’t we as women be given a 

feminine deity to model our eternal potential? If gender 

is essential to our earthly and eternal roles, doesn’t it 

make sense that my feminine spirit hungers to become 

like my Heavenly Mother? Dew is satisfied that for some 

yet-unrevealed reason, God has purposely shielded our 

Mother in Heaven from us. If this is true, I struggle to resist 

developing resentment toward God the Father, and that is 

not a mental space I want to occupy. 

Reading this book has solidified something I have 

hesitated to allow myself to fully accept and act on 

before: the Church possesses a collection of incomplete 

tools that can help us to come closer to our Heavenly 

Parents and our divine potential, but it is not possible for 

the Church to offer us everything we seek; further, it is 

run by an imperfect lay ministry and mistakes are made. 

Our history is full of examples of this. If we allow Church 

teachings (or the absence thereof) to take the place of 

our direct communication with God, we have failed to 

understand its purpose, and that fault is ours—we cannot 

blame it on the Church. 

While Sheri Dew’s testimony does not stand as a second 

witness to things I already know to be true, she did 

succeed in “propel[ling] me forward in [my] own journey 

of spiritual discovery.” I don’t know what the priesthood 

is, but I do believe that it exists. And I am becoming 

increasingly convinced that I don’t need the Church’s 

sanction to access it. Sister Dew has motivated me to 

search more deeply to know both of my Heavenly Parents, 

to discern more clearly how personal revelation functions 

in my life, and to pursue a greater understanding of what 

the power of God really is. Before reading her book and 

pondering its implications, I truly did believe that I had to 

choose one of two limiting perspectives; now, I realize that 

the opposite of black and white isn’t grey; it is color. And I 

believe that there are more brilliant facets to the power of 

God than most of us may ever realize. This book is merely 

what one woman believes, and despite how I felt at times 

throughout my reading, I’m not broken because I don’t 

agree with her. 
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